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* FOREWORD *
My Dear students,

I am really happy to hand over this digital issue of ‘Rayat Dnayndeep’ in
this crucial situation of Covid - 19.  You know that the whole world has been
affected by CORONA.  But Rayat never stops thinking about students. In the
light of covid - 19 our various projects for students have been going on since
April 2020.  It is proposed by government of Maharashtra that S.S.C. exams will
be held in May 2021 for the academic year 2020 - 21.  So for your  better
practice we are providing here English, Maths and Science Activity Sheet sets.
They will definitely help you to develop your self - study skill.

In this ‘e-Rayat Dnyandeep’ issue, you will have question sets according
to SSC Board format.  It will certainly enhance your performance in Board
exam.

It’s my previlage to express my gratitude towards all the expert teachers
of all the three subjects.

I would like to thank Hon. Dr. Anil Patil, Chairman, Rayat Shikshan
Sanstha for his support and inspiration.  I acknowledge and extend my thanks
towards Hon. Bhagirat Shinde  Vice - Chairman and all the office bearers, Hon.
Principal Dr. Vitthal Shivankar, Secretory, Hon. Principal Dr. Pratibha Gaikwad,
Joint Secretory (higher edu.), Hon. Sanjay Nagpure, Joint Secretory
(Secondary edu.), Hon. Principal Dr. Shivling Menkudale, Auditor, Rayat
Shikshan Sanstha, Satara.

I express my profound gratitude towards Mr. Nivas Jadhav Co - ordinator
and the staff of Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini for their co - operation for all kind
of office assistance in preperation of ‘Rayat Dnyandeep’

I hope, this book will help you to achieve your goals in exam.  Best of
luck!

         Prin. R.K. Shinde
        Executive Director
Karmveer Vidyaprabodhini,
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Std. - X Marks- 80
Time-3 Hrs.

Activity Sheet - 1
Sub. English

             10 Matks

Q.1-A] Do as directed (Attempt any four) 8

1] Complete the following words by using correct letters 2

i] leg - nd ii] br - nk

iii] cl - ff iv] si - nt

2] Put the following words in alphabet order 2

i] morning, starve, hunger, nature

ii] proud, plateau, pretend, plate

3] Panctuare the following : 2

i] no there isnt anyone like that she said

ii] we want it now chanted some of the crowd

4] Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word

‘landscape’ 2

5] Write the related words as shown in the example: 2

Story adventurous

6] Complete the word chain of ‘adjective’.  Add four words, each beginning with the

last letter of the previous word. 2

high : .......... .......... ..........
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B] Do as directed:

1] Attempt any one: 2

a] Make a meanigful sentence by ushing the phrase ‘to look after’

OR

b] Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully:

    This is the house......... 2

2] Attempt any one:

a] Add a prefix or suffix to make new words. (2 words) 2

i] Connect ............. ii] Possible ....................

OR

b] Make a meaningful sentence by using any one of the following words: 2

i] Connect ii] Possible

            20 Marks

Q.2A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities: 10

A-1. State whether the following sentences are True or False. 2

1] The narrator settled down with a sketch book.

2] This incident happened in the Puja Vacation.

3] After the lunch the narrator and his parents lay down for a nap.

4] The narrator heard the barking of street dogs.

A small incident on Saturday afternoon left a profound effect on me and un-

folded before my eyes a whole new dimention to the wonders of God’s creation.  It

was a few days into the Puja Vacation.  Just like for any other child, the holidays

provided an opportunity for me to become engrossed in various magazines and

storybooks published specially for children in the festive season.

After a hearty lunch, my parents and my younger sisters lay down for an
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afternoon nap and I settled down with a storybook.  The quiet afternoon presented

the perfect backdrop for reading an adventure story.  The silence was occasionally

broken by the sound of my family snoring, the intermittent chirping of house spar-

rows, the harsh cawing of a crow the shrill call of a kite flying high above the ground.

Minutes ticked by.  I became deeply absorbed in the book.

Suddenly, I heard a group of street dogs barking furiously in the distance.  I

chose to ignore the commotion thinking that the pack of dogs might have cornered

a hapless pig.  But soon, the barking became louder and more aggressive and the

alarmed cawing of a flock of crows added to the cacophony.  I also heard the

disturbance approaching closer.

A2. Rearrange the following sentences according to their proper sequence. 2

1] The narrator heard the barking of street dogs.
2] The narrator was completely involved in an advanture story.
3] The narrator tried to ignore the commotion.
4] The narrator recalled this incident of Puja Vacation.
A3. Replace the underlined word / words with the correct word given in the

bracket. 2
1] Everyday my grandmother takes a Short Sleep after lunch.

(nap / review)
2] The harsh Sound of Crows wakes me up early in the morning

(crowing / cawing).
3] The incident revealed all the characters of the drama.

(unfolded/upheld)
4] I was totally involved in painting the sketch.

(deeply absorbed / deeply vapoured)
A4. Do as directed: 2
1] (Choose the correct tail tag )

The barking became louder and more aggressive.
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i] aren’t they? ii] didn’t they ?
iii] didn’t it? iv] doesn’t it?

2] Choose the correct passive voice of the given sentence and write it.
The holidays provided an approtunity for me.
i] An opportunity was provided for me by the holidays.
ii] I provided an opportunity for me by the holidays.
iii] The holidays were provided an opportunity by me.
iv] For me the holidays provided an opportunity.

A5. Personal response : 2
* How do you spend your holidays?
B] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities: 10
B1. Read the following sentences and write who am I? 2

1] A few strands of grey in my hair.
2] I pinched myself.
3] I am now ready to make any adjustment.
4] I promised to remain in touch with my friend.

I couldn’t believe it, Was this really standing there, right in front of me, squeezing
my hand, smiling, and yes, she did look happy.  In the three years she had been in
Bangalore.  I had never once seen her smiling like that.  A few strands of grey in her
hair reminded me that years had passed.  There were a few wrinkles in her face, but
the truth was that she looked more attractive than ever before.

Finally, I managed to say, ‘No Meena, I can’t stay with you tonight.  I have to
attend a dinner.  Give me your card and I’II keep in touch with you, I promise.’

For a moment, Meena looked disappointed, ‘Let’s go and have tea at least’,
she insisted.

‘But Meena, It’s pouring.’
‘So what? We’ll buy an umbrella and then go to the Grand Hotel,’ she said.
‘We won’t get a taxi in this rain’, I grumbled.
‘So what? We’ll walk.’

I was very surprised.  This wasn’t the same Meena I had known.  Today, she
seemed ready to make any number of adjustments.
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B2. Write why?

1] Meena looked disappointed because............

2] The narrator pinched herself because ...........

3] The narrator was very surprised because...........

4] The narrator grumbled because..............

B3. Match the phrase in column - ‘A’ with thair correct meanings in column - ‘B’2

  Column  A
1. a moment
2. keep in touch
3. in front of
4. to be surprised

             Column B
a] facing someone or something
b] to get wondered
c] a very short period
d] to remain in contact

B4. Put the underlined words in the proper boxes : 2

1] The pouring rain compelled us to stop.

2] Neha was standing in front of the Red Fort.

3] My friend was squeezing my hand warmly

4] The smiling faces of students make the teacher happy.

         Adjective     Present Participle                    

B5. Personal response. 2

What will you do if you meet your friend after a long time?

10 Marks

Q.3A] Read the following stanzas and do the activities. 5

A1. Complete the following sentences.

i] The poet prays to the lord to help him stand for what is .............

ii] After teen age life can be lived it’s................
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iii] The poet wants God to ................... his eyes so that be could see clearly

iv] The poet wants God help him to keep him away from..............

Please open up my eyes, dear lord,

That I might clearly see

Help me stand for what is right,

Bring out the best in me.

Help, Lord, to just say “no”

When temptation comes my way,

That I might keep my body clean

And fit for life each day.

When my teenage years are over,

I know that I will see

That life is lived its very best

With you walking next to me

A2. Complete the following. 2

The speaker hopes to do things like

i] Say no to ............. ii] Keep his body

iii] Live his teenage life......... iv] Walk

A3. Write rhyme scheme of the stanzas.

B] Appreciation of the poem : 5

Read the following poem and write an appreciation of it with the help of the points

given below.

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening

Whose woods these are I think I know

His house is in the village, though;

He will not see me stopping here,

To watch his woods fill up with snow
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My little horse must think it queer

To stop without a farmhouse near

Between the woods and frozen lake

The darkest evening of the year

He gives his harness bells a shake

To ask if there is some mistake

The only other sound’s the sweep

of easy wind and downy flake

The woods are lovely, dark and deep

But I have promises to keep

And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.

- Robert Frost

* Title - 1
2

* Name of the poet - 1
2

* Rhyme scheme - 1

* Figure of speech - (any one) 1

* Theme / Central Idea - (2 to 3 lines) 2

             15 Marks

Q.4A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities :

A1. Fill in the blanks. 2

i] Yoga is an old practice that originated in ............... .

ii] The word ‘YOGA’ is derived from the ............. root ‘YUJ’.

iii] ........... is an ancient treatment for numerous diseases.

iv] The whole world celebrates .............. as ‘International Day of Yoga’.
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Yoga is an old practice that originated in India.  Even in ancient times, people

were fond of the idea to get closer to nature and understand their own mind and

body by practicing yoga.  The word ‘YOGA’ is derived from the Sanskrit root

‘YUJ’, meaning ‘to join’, ‘to yoke’, ‘to unite’ or ‘discipline’.

People who practices yoga, learns the body and mind discipline, which

reveals the best ways to connect body and mind.  It even connects person with

nature.  The proper balance between mind and body and a strong connection to

nature are the most prominent principles of yoga.  This mind and body connection

makes people strong individuals, which can control their own feelings, fears and

expectations.

Yoga has become one of the most popular exercises in the world.  The whole

world celebrates 21st June as ‘International Day of Yoga’.  Yoga is an ancient

treatment for numerous diseases and the best possible way to stay healthy

throughout the entire life.  Yoga reduces stress, anxiety, depression and mental

disorders by following simple guidelines and instructions.  Thus, it keeps a high level

of a clear and peaceful mind.

A2. Complete the following web : 2

YOGA
REDUCES

.....................

.....................

.....................

.....................

A3. Write the describing words used for the following nouns : 2

1] .............connection 2] ............. treatment

3] ............ exercises 4] ............ mind

A4. Do as directed : 2

1] Yoga has become one of the most popular exercises in the world.

(Identify the tense)
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2] Yoga is an ancient treatment for numerous diseases.

(Add  a question tag)

A-5] Personal Response : 2

What will you do to keep yourself fit and healthy?

B] Summary writing 5

Read the passage given in Q.No. 4 (A) and write a summary of it.  Suggest a

suitable title to the summary.

10 Marks

Q.5-A] Letter writing :

A1 or A2.  Do any one of the following activities : 5

Imagine you are Prashant / Pratiksha Patil.  You are residing at Nerle, Sangli.  Now

attempt any one letter based on the given poster :

Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil Vidyalaya

Announces to celebrate, ‘Vachan Prerna Diwas’

On 15th October 2020

Auspicious occasion : Birth Anniversary of Late Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Reading :
 Connects us to the world

 Inspires us to get novel and advanced knowledge

 Enriches and expands our vocabulary

 Provides us pure enjoument and sheer pleasure

 Keeps us mental fit and relax

A1. Informal letter :

Write a letter to your friend telling him/her the importance of Reading.

Make use of points given in the above poster.  You may add your own points.

OR
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A2. Formal letter :

Write a letter to the librarian of your school requesting him to organize the inter

school reading competition on Birth Anniversary of Late Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

Make use of points given in the above poster.  You may add your own points.
B] Dialogue writing / Drafting a speech :

B1 or B2.  Do any one of the following : 5
B1. Dialogue writing :
a] Prepare a dialogue form the jumbled sentences :

i] This is Ravi, his friend.
ii] Hello.  Can I speak to Panav?
iii] Who is speaking?
iv] Pranav is not at home right now.

b] Complete the dialogue :
Vanita : Did you stay at home during lockdown period?
Sunita : .............................................
Vanita : How did you spend your time during lockdown?
Sunita : .............................................

c] Write a dialogue between two friends during lockdown period.  Write minimum
three meaningful exchanges.

OR
B2. Speech writing :

You are going to participate in an online elocution competition arranged by Rayat
Shikshan Sanstha. Write a speech on “Yoga For Fitness” with the help of the
following points.
* Important for mind, body and soul
* Manage stress and anxiety
* Flexibility of muscles.
* Benefits like lose weight, improve immunity.
* No equipment, less space.
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Q.6A] Information Transfer :

A1 or A2. Do any one of the following. 5

A1. Non - verbal to verbal :

Read the information given in the following table write two short paragraphs based

on it.  Give a suitable title to it.

    

      House Sparrows           Forest Sparrows

1. Black and brown in colur. 1. Bluish and gray in colour.

2. Eat seeds and insects. 2. Eat seeds and insects.

3. Build nests in a hole in a house. 3. Build nests in hedges and bushes.

4. Lay three to six eggs at a time. 4. Lay two to four eggs at a time.

5. Make noise in a series of calls. 4. Sing a warbling song.

OR
A2. Verbal to Non - verbal :

Read the following information and present it in the tree diagram given below
Give a suitable title to it.

There are many branches of literature.  The word literature is derived from
Latin word ‘littera’ which means a letter of the alphabet.  It is hard to define
literature.  A lot of interpretations are made about the word.  But all are incomplete.
Some opine that literature is the mirror of life.  Some others say that it is the critisism
of life.  Whatever may be the contravercy about the word, we may say that literature
is nothing but reflection of life.

There are many branches of literature.  They are part and parcel of the litera-
ture. The chief branches of literature are poetry, Drama, Novel and short stories.
Poetry is of two kinds, imaginative and realistic.  If the poet is dealing with fictional
ideas it’s imaginative and if he/she is dealing with real ideas or things it is realistic
poetry.  There are two types of dramas.  If the drama ends with a happy note, it is
comedy.  If it ends with sad note it is a tragedy.

There are many types of novels.  They are historical, psychological, realistic,
scientific and regional.  Short story is that one which stands very close to life and
implies the essence of life.
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Literature 

Definitions Types 

Mirror of 
life drama

historical

B] Expand the theme.
B1 or B2 Do any one of the following 5

B1. News Report.
Read the following headline and prepare a news report with the help of the given
points.
N.C.C. Cadets celebrate tree plantation programme.
 Headline
 Dateline
 Introduction
 Short continuing paragraph

OR
B2. Develop a story to get the following end.  Suggest a suitable title.

................... the injured person was sent to the hospital.  I returned home wishing
speedy recovery of the poor old man.

        5 Marks

Q.7] Translation : 5
a] Translate the following words into your medium of instruction. (any four) 2

1 - advice
2 - boast
3 - liberty
4 - garland
5 - fortnight
6 - ceremony
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b] Translate the following sentences into your medium of instruction. (any two) 2
1 - You should get up early in the morning
2 - He loves to play basketball.
3 - Water freeazes at 00C.
4 - Don’t misbehave with others.

c] Translate the following idioms / proverbs into your medium of instruction.
(any one) 1
1 - Pride has a fall.
2 - Better late than never.
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Activity Sheet - 1
Model Answer

Q.1 - A]

1] i] legend ii] brink

iii] cliff iv] traffic

2] i] hunger, morning, nature, starve

ii] plate, plateau, pretend, proud

3] i] ‘No, there isn’t any more like that’ , she said.

ii] ‘We want it now!’ chanted some of the crowd.

4] Landscape - land, dance, scale, pad

5] Story

Funny
Old

Famous Adventurous

Romantic

6] High :

a] huge b] efficient

c] tall d] large

B-1] a] We must look after our parents in their old age.

OR

b] This is the house where our teacher lives.

2] a] i) disconnect / connection

     ii) impossible / possibility

OR

b] i) Please connect this headphone to your mobile.

    ii) Everything is possible in this world.
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Q.2-A] 2

A1. 1) False 1
2

2) True 1
2

3) False 1
2

4) True 1
2

A2. 2

1] The narrator recalled this incident of Puja Vacation. 1
2

2] The narrator was completely involved in an adventure story. 1
2

3] The narrator heard the barking of street dogs. 1
2

4] The narrator tried to ignore the commotion. 1
2

A3. 2

1] Everyday my grandmother takes a nap after lunch. 1
2

2] The cawing wakes me up early in the morning. 1
2

3] The incident unfolded all the characters of the drama. 1
2

4] I was deeply absorbed in painting the sketch. 1
2

A4. 2
1] The barking became louder and more aggressive, didn’t it? 1
2] The correct passive voice is-

An opportunity was provided for me by the holidays. 1
A5. 2

I spend my holidays pursuing my hobbies.
Reading is my hobby.  So I read many books in holiday.  I exchange my books with
my friends.  But I enjoy reading variety of books.

B] 2
B1. 1. Meena 1

2

2. The narrator 1
2

3. Meena 1
2

4. The narrator 1
2
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B2.

1. Meena looked disappointed because the narrator refused to stay with her that

     night.

2. The narrator pinched herself because she saw Meena unexpectedly there and

      couldn’t believe it.

3. The narrator was very surprised because her friend Meena was totally changed

    and was ready to make any number of adjustments.

4. The narrator grumbled because Meena insisted to have tea but they wouldn’t get

     a taxi in that heavy rain.

B3. 2

1. a moment a very short period 1
2

2. keep in touch to remain in contact 1
2

3. in front of next to someone or something 1
2

4. to be surprised to get wondered 1
2

B4. 2

Adiective Present Participle

Pouring Standing

smiling Squeezing

B5. 2

I will meet him heartily.  Because I like my friend very much.  When we meet we

exchange our thoughts we talk much about many things.  I will really enjoy my

friends’s company.

Q.3A]

A1. i] right ii] best

iii] open iv] temptation
A2. i] temptation ii] clean and fit

iii] very best iv] after God
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A3. Rhyme scheme of the stanzas is ‘abcb’.
B] Appreciation of the poem

* Title - Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
* Name of the poet - Robert Frost
* Rhyme scheme - aaba, last stanza aaaa
* Figure of speech - Alliteration, Repetition
* Theme / Central idea -
   The poet describes a little incident happening in a snowy evening.  As a traveller
the poet is fascinated by the beautiful scenes in the woods.  He stops to enjoy but his
mind urges him to go on.  Because he has many responsibility to fulfill .  This is
philosophy of human life we can’t stay at a place whether it’s beautiful or not.

Q.4 A]
A1. i] Yoga is an old practice that originated in India.

ii] The word ‘YOGA’ is derived from the Sanskrit root ‘YUJ’.
iii] Yoga is an ancient treatment for numerous diseases.

iv] The whole world celebrates 21st June as ‘International Day of Youga’.

A2.
YOGA
reduces

stress

depression

anxiety

mental disorders

A3. 1] strong connection 2] ancient treatment
3] popular exercises 4] peaceful mind

A4. 1] Present Perfect Tense.
2] Yoga is an ancient treatment for numerous diseases, isn’t it?

A5. To keep myself fit and healty I shall prefer a healthy lifestyle.  It will include healthy
and balanced diet.  I shall eat various kinds of fruits and drink plenty of water.  I shall

prefer daily exercise and yoga with jogging.
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B] Summary Writing

Yoga - a way to healthy li fe

Yoga is practised in India from ancient times.  It is the best way to connect mind and

body to create proper balance between them.  It is helpful for us to control various

unwanted or harmful emotions and to connect with nature.  It even cures many

diseases and keeps us healthy.  Due to various benefits of yoga, the whole world

celebrates 21st June as ‘Internationa Day of Yoga’.

Q.5A.

A1. Prashant Patil

‘Shantanu Nivas’

Opp. Sai Clinic

Nerle - 415006

Oct. 15,2020

Dear Dhiraj,

Today is one of the a uspicious days in this week for me.  Why? Can you guess?

Yes, I know you can guess, because you are also a fan of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.

Dhiraj, you know, today is the ‘Vachan Prerana Din’ We celebrate the day in the

memory of Hon.  late President  of India Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.  He was very fond

of reading.  He loved books very much.  So to convince the importance of reading,

we celebrate this day on the occasion of birth anniversary of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.

You know books have a great place in our life.  They are our friends, philosphers

and guides.  We are connected with the world with the help of books.  They provide

us with information, they inspire us.  They give us so many novel ideas and keep us
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up to date with latest knowledge.  They keep us mentally fit & give solace to our

soul.  They play role of friend in our life.

Though there are computers, mobiles, laptops, none can replace books.  You can

read books anywhere, anytime.  E-books have many limitations.  I know you like

reading, but due to these modern devices you are not reading as much as in the past.

Reading shapes our personality.  I hope you will spend enough time for reading

today onwards.

Our exams are knocking the door.  I think you are engrossed in your study.  Best

luck for the exam.  Convey my regards to Uncle and Aunt.  Blessings to sweet Renu

Eagerly waiting for your reply.

Yours lovingly,
Prashant

OR
A2. Formal letter

Prashant Patil
A.K. Vidyalay
Nerle, 415001
Sangli.
6th Oct. 2020.

To,
The Librarian,
A.K. Vidyalay,
Nerle, 415001
Sangli.
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Sub : About Interschool Reading Competition.
Respected Sir,
I am Prashant Patil studying in Xth B in our school.  I’m president of Reading club of
our school.  Sir, as you know, we are celebrating 15th of this month as ‘Vachan
Prerana Din’.  We are going to celebrate it on the occasion of the birth anniversary

of our honourable Missile Man Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.  We, the memebers of our

Reading Club decided to arrange an ‘Interschool Reading Competition’ by our

school.  Because reading plays vital role in our life.  It not only connects us with the

world but also inspires us with novel ideas.  It shapes our personality and future.

We want to organize this competition in three groups.  First 5th to 6th standard,

second 7th to 8th standard and the last third group will for 9th and 10th standard.  As

per our information minimum 10 to 15 schools will participate in the competition.

100-150 students will participate.  So we wish that you will provide us books as

well as dias and other needs regarding the competition.

Sir, I promise you, that all the members of the club will observe the rules and disci-

pline of our library compus .   They will help and co-operate for the smooth arrange-

ment of the competition.  I wish we will arrange a meeting of club memebers with

you to discuss the planning of the competition.

I hope we will get positive response from you.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

Prashant Patil.

President Reading club,

A.K. Vidyalay, Nerle.
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Q.5B.

B1. Dialogue writing :

a] A : Hello can I speak to Pranav?

B : Pranav is not at home right now.

B : Who is speaking?

A : This is Ravi, his friend.

b] Vanita : Did you stay at home during lockdown period?

Sunita : Yes, I did.  I fully followed the rules.

Vanita : How did you spend your time during lockdown?

Sunita : I drew and coloured pictures and learnt cooking.

It increases my concentration and gives me pleasure.

c] Vishal : Good morning , Rohan.

Rohan : Good morning, Vishal.  Where are you going in this lockdown?

Vishal : I am going to the market.

Rohan : But you have to stay at home for your safety.

Vishal : Yes, I know.  But my grandfather is a diabetic patient.  And his

regular medicine is about to finish.  So I have to step out.

Rohan : Oh! I see.  But remember don’t remove your mask from your

face.  Keep social distance in the market.

Vishal : Oh yes Rohan.   Don’t worry.  I will follow all the safety rules.

And I will take bath after returning home and keep the medicine

bag in the gallery for eight hours.  OK?

Rohan : Absolutely Ok.  It is very essential for personal as well as social

health.

Vishal : Thank you very much. Bye.

Rohan : Bye.
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B2. Speech writing :
Good morning one and all.  It’s my pleasure that you all are listening to me on

this online session.  Honorable juries, eminent dignitaries, respected teachers,
parents and dear friends.

Today, I would like to share my views on ‘Yoga for fitness’.  Friends, in these
days we all are facing the epidemic disease problem.  So we can’t go out for our
works or in market place for window shopping.  Now, as we are closed in our
houses, it is our need to be positive and fit.  So I think Yoga is the best option.

Our body is made for moving.  We have to put ourselves in moving mode.
Yoga is the best option for this.  The more we move, better we feel fresh.  Man is a
physical, mental and spiritual being.  The art of practicing yoga helps in controlling
an individual’s mind, body and soul.  Yoga helps to promote a balanced
development of all the three.  It brings together physical and mental disciplines to
achieve a peaceful body and mind.  Yogic exercise recharges the body with cosmic
energy.  It helps to manage stress and anxiety and keeps  you calm.  It promotes
self-healing.  It also helps in increasing flexibility, muscle strength and body tone.  It
improves respiration, energy and vitality.  Practicing yoga might seem like just
stretching, but it can do much more for your body from the way you feel, look and
move.

Yoga asana build strength, flexibility and confidence.  It removes negative
blocks from the mind and toxins from the body.  It enhances personal power and
increases self-awareness.  It helps in attention and focus and concentration.  So it is
very important for children.  Regular practice of Yoga can help to lose weight,
relieve stress, improve immunity and maintain a healthier lifestyle.  It reduces stress
and tension and activates our nervous system.

Last, one of the important benefits of yoga is you can practise it at your home,
in very small place.  You don’t need any equipment for it.  So I request all of you,
that in this critical time, we have to do yoga every day.  It will keep us fit to fight with
COVID - 19. So stay home, stay safe and do yoga for 45 min.  every day.

I would like to sum up my speech by thanking the organizer of this competi-
tion and juries for providing me this opportunity to express my views on the topic.

Thank you very much.
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Q.6A] Information Transfer :

A1. House Sparrows and Forest Sparrows.

Sparrows are important part of our eco-system. They help to maintain the

balance in the environment.  There are many types of sparrows.  They differ in

appearance as well as their life style and food habits.  Mainly, sparrows are devided

into two types namely house sparrows and forest sparrows.  The sparrows live in

human dwelling are called house sparrows.  They build their nests in a part of houses.

They find holes in house and build their nests.  They are black and brown in colour.

They eat seeds, insects, grains and leftover thrown by people near by their houses.

They can sometimes build their nests in our houses too.  They choose to build nests

behind photoframes in our houses.   Generally, house sparrows lay three to six eggs

at a time.  They make noise in series of a call.  People like their chirping.  So they put

water bowls and feeders for the sparrows people want to attract sparrows to their

houses.

The another type of sparrows is forest sparrows.  They are same to house

sparrows in some features.  They are bluish and gray in colour.  They eat same food

as house sparrows i.e. seeds, grains and insects.  But they use to build their nests in

hedges and bushes.  They lay two to four eggs at a time.  They keep themselves

away from human beings.  Though they are same in some habits and characteristics,

they like to live in forest.  They don’t chirp, they sing warbling songs.  They build

their nests and lay eggs in winter.  These two types of sparrows are very helpful to

our eco - system some scientists say that when there will not be sparrows on the

earth, nobody can live or extist on the earth.  So sparrows have utmost importance

in environment.

OR
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A2. Verbal to Non - Verbal

  

Literature 

Definitions Types 

Mirror of 
life drama

historical

Criticism
of life

reflection
of life

poetry novel

comedy tragedy imaginative realistic

psychological scientific

B.
B1. N.C.C. Cadets celebrate tree plantation programme.

Umbraj, 10th June - A Reporter : 19 Mah. Bn. NCC Karad and the NCC Depart-
ment of Mahatma Gandhi Vidyalaya, Umbraj, launched an extensive tree plantation
programme to make aware the NCC Cadets and the people of the village about the
importance of trees.  The cadets and the teachers selected the empty places and the
roadsides to plant saplings in a well - organized way.  The saplings were supplied by
the Grampanchayat of Umbraj.  Various kinds of saplings were there.  In order to
restore the eco-balance of the area, an afforestation drive was taken with all seriousness.

There were 50 Cadets, 10 teachers and 20 civilians participated in the drive.
All the participants were highly enthusiastic to make it a big success.  The cadets
planted saplings, fenced them and watered them.  Each cadet adopted a sapling to
look after it.  Every step of the programme was appreciated by the Hon.  Com-
manding Officer of 19 Mah.Bn. NCC Karad as well as the representatives of the
Grampanchayat Administration.  The programme created a great impact among the
general public too.  Hon. Headmaster of the school Mr. Anil Potdar, NCC Officer
S.P. Bandgar and all the NCC Cadets promised to take care of saplings till they
grow well.  The initiative was praised by the villagers as well as the Education
Department.

OR
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B2. ‘Helping the injured person on the road’.
A few days ago I was returning from my school.  Suddenly I saw an old man

was seriously injured and lying unattended on the road.  Without any hesitation, I ran
towards him.  I examined him very keenly and found that his injuries  were severe.
He was groaning with pain.  I shouted loudly for help and called nearby people.  I
thought that it was a ‘Hit and Run’ case.  Then one of the persons called the police
and ambulance too.

Till the police and ambulance arrived at the place,  I helped the injured person
to settle down.  For this I took the help of others.  The injured old man was uncon-
scious and he did not know what was happening.  In order to keep safe all his
belongings,  I went to near him with a gentleman.  Then i took out his wallet and
mobile phone from his pocket.  Then from his mobile phone we made a contact with
his family members and asked them to come to the City Hospital.

Meanwhile the police and ambulance came to the spot.  I told them every-
thing that I knew.  The police praised me for my presence of mind.  The injured
person was sent to the City Hospital.  And I returned home wishing speedy recov-
ery for that old man.

Q.7] Translation
a] 1 - gëbm

2 - ~T>mB©

3 - ñdmV§Í¶

4 - hma

5 - n§YamdS>m

6 - g‘ma§̂

b] 1 - Vwåhr gH$mir bdH$a CR>bo nm{hOo.

2 - Ë¶mbm ~mñHo$Q>~m°b Ioim¶bm AmdS>Vo.

3 - nmUr eyÝ¶ A§e goëgrAgbm JmoR>Vo.

4 - Xþgè¶m§~amo~a J¡adV©Z H$ê$ ZH$m.

c] 1 - Jdm©Mo Ka Imbr.

2 - H$Yrhr Z H$aÊ¶mnojm C{eam H$m hmoB©Zm H$aUo lo¶ñH$a.
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Std. - X Marks- 80
Time-3 Hrs.

Activity Sheet - 2
Sub. English

10 Marks

Q.1A] Do as directed (Attempt any Four) 8

1] Complete the following words by using correct letters.

i] Sch-ol ii] Fat - er

iii] For - st iv] Se - son

2] Put the following words in alphabetical order

i] pursuit, force, tallent, course

ii] love, lust, little, large

3] Punctuate the following sentences.

i] ga ga ga he cried

ii] is that so said mrs. srivastava

4] Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the given

word - ‘Participate’ 2

5] Write the related words as shown in the example.

FamousVillage

6] Complete the word chain of ‘nouns’ Add four words, each beginning with the last

letter of the previous word.

girl : a]........... b] .......... c] ............... d]...........
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B] Do as directed: 2

1] Attempt any one

a] Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘take care of’

OR

b] Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

    If  you read book

2] Attempt any one:

a] Add a prefix or suffix to make new words. 1

i] use ii] achieve

b] Make meaningful sentence by using any one of the following words.

i] use ii] achieve

           20 Marks

Q.2A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities 10

A1. Choose the correct option and rewrite the sentences: 2

1] The young seagull thought that his .............would never support him.

i] beak ii] feathers iii] wings            iv] legs

2] The parents of the young seagull threatened to let him ............. on his ledge.

i] feed ii] worry iii] starve           iv] cry

3] The wings of the brothers and sister were ..........than the young one

i] Shorter ii ] larger iii] smaller            iv] higher

4] The young seagull slept ..........at night.

i] in the hole ii] on the sea iii] on the brink      iv] under the ledge

The young seagull was alone on his ledge.  His two brothers and his sister had

already flown away the day before.  He had been afraid to fly with them.  Somehow

when he had taken a little run forward to the brink of the ledge and attempted to flap

his wings he became afraid.  The great expanse of sea stretched down beneath, and
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it was such a long way down - miles down.  He felt certain that his wings would

never support him; so he bent his head and ran away back to the little hole under the

ledge where he slept at night.  Even when each of his brothers and his little sister,

whose wings were far shorter than his own, ran to the brink, flapped their wings,

and flew away, he failed to muster up courage to take that plunge which appeared to

him so desperate, His father and mother had come around calling to him shrilly,

upbraiding him, threatening to let him starve on his ledge unless he flew away.  But

for the life of him he could not move.

A2. Put the following sentences in the proper boxes according to their correct

sequence. 2

1] The young seagull flapped his wings but become afraid.

2] The parents of the young seagull threatened to let him starve

3] The brothers and sister of the young seagull had flown away the day before.

4] The young seagull bent his head and ran back to the hole.

1 2 3 4

A3. Match the description in column ‘A’ with their describing words in

column ‘B’. 2

                          
1. The expanse of the sea
2. The hole he ran towards
3. The wings of his brothers and sister
4. The seagall

A         B
a] shorter
b] young
c] great
d] little
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A4. Do as directed: 2

1] He had taken a little run forward.

(Change the given sentence into Simple Past Tense)

2] His two brothers and his sister had already flown away.

(Where is the proper place of ‘as well as’)

i] before ‘his two brothers’ ii] before ‘his sister’

iii] after ‘his sister’ iv] after ‘already’

A5. Personal response : 2

Narrate your experience about learning a new skill like swimming / cycling etc.

B] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities . 10

B1. Complete the sentences: 2

1] The cold winter months make a tree...............

2] The army of ants lugged .............

3] A rainbow colours.................

4] The wind makes the tree ................

We saw a tree bare of all leaves in the cold winter months.  We thought its

chapter was over.  But three months passed, spring set in and the tree was back to

its green majesty once again, full of leaves, flowers, birds and life.  What if we too

had the conviction that, however difficult things are right now, it will not remain so

for ever.  Remember, this too shall pass.

We saw an army of ants lugging a fly which was at least ten times the ant’s

size.  The ants organized themselves around the fly, lifted it on frail feelers and

carried it to quite a distance.  Their teamwork and perseverance were impressive.

What if we too are consistant, organized, focused.........Spider webs are delicate,

yet very strong.  A rainbow colours the entire sky.  Oysters take in a grain of sand

they open up with a pearl.  Innumerable stars shine across the infinite sky.  Clouds

take new shapes with every passing moment.  The wind makes trees dance with
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unhindered passion.  Water, without hint of ego, changes its form according to the

dictates of the sun and the wind.  When we see a caterpillar turn into a butterfly, a

flower turn into a fruit, we experience the alchemy of nature... we touch it and

become gold ourselves.

B2. Complete the following tree diagram. 2

We experience
the alchemy of 

nature as

Water Clouds Caterpillar Flower

B3. Write synonyms from the passage for the underlined words. 2

1] We must have a strong belief in us.

2] The kid can not climb a hill with his weak legs.

3] The soldiers carry the heavy loads with efforts in Ladakh.

4] The ants in the anthill are uncountable.

B4. Do as directed: 2

1] The team work and preseverance of the ants were impressive.

(The proper place of ‘both’ in the above sentence is)

i] in place of and

ii] in the beginning of the sentence

iii] after perseverance

iv] at the end of the sentence
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2] Spider webs are delicate and very strong [Frame wh.... question to get underlind

part as an answer]

B5. Personal response : 2

“Every moment the nature changes herself”

Do you agree with this statement? why?

10 Marks

Q.3A] Read the following stanzas and do the activities. 5
A1. True or False:

State whether the following statements are True or False 2
i] The speaker grew so like his brother
ii] The twins got completely mixed.
iii] Their similarity did not puzzle all their kith and kin.
iv] The twin brothers were not alike each other in form and feature face and limb

In form and feature, face and limb,
I grew so like my brother,
That folks got taking me for him,
And each for one another

It puzzled all our kith and kin,
It reached a fearful pitch;
For one of us was born a twin,
Yet not a soul knew which

One day, to make the matter worse,
Before our names were fixed,
As we were being washed by nurse,
We got completely mixed;

And thus, you see, by fate’s decree,
Or rather nurser’s whim,
My brother John got christened me,
And I got christened him.
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A2. Web. 2

Complete the following web.

Effects of similarity 
in twins

.........................

.........................

......................... .........................

A3. Write any two rhyming pairs from the stanzas.

Appriciation of the poem 5

B. Read the following poem and write an appreciation of it with the help of the

points given below:

The World is Mine

Today on a bus, I saw a lovely girl with silken hair

I envied her, she seemed so gay, and I wished I was so fair

When suddenly she rose to leave, I saw her hobble down the aisle

O God, forgive me when I whine

I have two legs, the world is mine

And then I stopped to buy some sweets

The lad who sold them had such charm

I talked with him, he seemed so calm, and if I were late,

it would do no harm,

And as I left he said to me ‘I think you, you have been so kind

It’s nice to talk with folks like you.  You see, I’m blind

O God, forgive me when I whine

I have two eyes, the world is mine
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Later walking down the street, I saw a child with eyes of blue

He stood and watched the others play; it seemed he knew not what to do

I stopped a moment, then I said, why don’t you join the others dear

He looked ahead without a word, and then I knew he could not hear

O God forgive me when I whine

I have two ears, the world is mine

With legs to take me where I’ll go

With eyes to see the sunset’s glow

With ears to hear what I would know

O God forgive me when I whine

I’m blessed, indeed, the world is mine.

Joy Lovelet Crawford

* Title - ............... 1
2

* Name of the poet - .................... 1
2

* Rhyme scheme - ..................... 1

* Figure of speech (any one) - .................... 1

* Theme / Central idea  (in 2 to 3 lines)

2

    15 Marks

Q.4A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities :10

A1. Say whether the following statements are True or False : 2

1] Zoom, Google Meet are the apps which are useful in online learning.

2] Extra-curricular activities can not be conduct on these online learning apps.

3] One can interact with a person who is far away from us with these apps.

4] There are no disadvantages of online learning process.
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Online classes via Zoom, Google Meet etc. are really helpful for everyone in

the society during this covid 19 pandemic situation.  Especially students are

benefited with same purpose of learning that they initially were before the lockdown

started.  This is helpful to the teachers too as they get to communicate with their

students and share knowledge.

Not only studies but various other extra-curricular activities including

exercise, music, motivational speeches , author talks and all other possible activities

are virtualized now.  This is a platform for everyone to interact even though they are

far away from each other and enables flexible communication.  One can even

interact and talk with his family, friends or relatives who are in different parts of the

country or the world.  The sources needed for this online platforms are just a proper

internet or wi-fi connection, a digital device such as a mobile, laptop, P.C. proper

app or software.  We need a link or ID and password to join a virtual class.

However, there are some disadvantages too.  Many students have not been

able to attend online classes because they do not have a suitable device at home.

They even lack a good internet connection.  In rural area, many students faces

network issues.  Parents are not so techno savvy to help their children in operating

such apps.  Too much screen time can be dangerous for health of students.  It may

lead to problems related to vision, body posture and sleep disorder.

Though there are pros and cons of online learning - teaching, it’s inevitable.

It’s only means of communication with students so we may say that in the

light of covid 19 it is part and parcel of process of teaching and learning.
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A2. Complete the following web : 2

The resources
needed for

online
learning

....................

....................

....................

....................

A3. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their antonyms in column ‘B’ 2

            ‘A’                              ‘B’

1] flexible a] similar

2] different b] safe

3] suitable c] rigid

4] dangerous d] inappropriate

A4. Do as directed: 2

1. Though there are pros and cons of online learning teaching ‘it’s’ inevitable

(Use ‘but’ & rewrite the sentence)

2. They even lack a good internet connection.

(Begin the sentence with ‘A’ good internet connection....)

A5. According to you, what is more helpful Regular classes or Online classes?

Why? 2

B] Summary writing 5

Read the passage given in Q.No. 4 (A) and write a symmary of it.  Suggest a

suitable title to the summary.

              20 Matks

Q.5A] Letter writing

A1 or A2.  Do any one of the following activities: 5

Imagine you are Shreyash/Shreya Kadam.  You are residing at Satara.

Now attempt any one letter based on the given advertisement:
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JOIN INDIAN ARMY.....!

Pre-Recruitment Residential Coaching Centre For Physical & Written Test,

Karanje, Satara - 415001

Individually, we are one drop.

Together, we are an ocean.

Indian Army : Nation First

 Loyalty to the Nation

 Always victorious

 Unlimited Responsibility

 Commitment to Global Security

So join us to fulfill your dream ...........to serve the nation.

Special Features :

 Well prepared study material

 Preparation of ground activities & written exams.

 Guidance of Expert retired defence officers

                           Contact : Mr. Deshmukh S.R. Col. (Retd)

Director PRTC, SATARA.

Mobile : 9922778899

Website : www.prtckaranje.com

A1. Informal letter :

Write a letter to your elder brother who is eager to join Indian Army focusing his

attention to the above advertisement.  Make use of points given in the above adver-

tisement.  You may add your own points.

OR

A2. Formal letter :

On 7th December ‘Armed Forces Flag Day’ programme has been organized in

your school.  Write a letter to the Director of PRTC, Satara inviting him to guide the
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students of your school about Indian Army on that day.  Make use of points given in

the above advertisement.  You may add your own points.

B] Dialogue writing / Drafting a speech :

B1 or B2.  Do any one of the following : 5

B1. Dialogue writing :
a] Prepare a dialogue from the jumbled sentences :
i] : No i didn’t
ii] : I crossed the dead line.
iii] : Did you register your name for the drawing competition?
iv] : Why could’t you do that?
b] Complete the dialogue :

Passenger : When will be the next bus for Solapur?
Controller : .....................................
Passenger : On which platform will it come ?
Controller : .............................

c] Write a dialogue between two sisters about ‘online education’ during lockdown.
B2. Speech Writing

Your school has organized an elocution competition on the occasion of National
Sports Day.  The topic is ‘My Favorite Sports Person’.  You have decided to
participate in it.  Prepare a speech with the help of the points given below.

Name of the player.
His / Her game/sport.
His / Her performance.
His / Her records.
His / Her amiable qualities.
The nicest thing about him/her
Prizes and awards for the performance.

Add your own points.
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Q.6A] Information Transfer :

A1 OR A2 . Do any one of the following:

A1. Non - verbal to verbal:

Read the information given in the following web chart.

Write two short paragaphs based on it.  Give a suitable title to it.

Barriers to effective
communication

Language
Distractions

DistanceLack of 
interest

Discomfort
with the topic

Noise

Time

OR

A2. Verbal to Non - verbal

Read the following information and present it in the table given below.  Give a

suitable title to it.

Bhaurao patil was born at Kumbhoj, a village on the bank of the river Warana

on 22 September 1887.  Though agriculture was the main occupation of his family,

Bhaurao’s father Paigonda Devgonda Patil preferred to work as a clerk in the

Revenue Department of the Government of Bombay.   It is said that he was the first

Jain who had passed the seventh standard examination, known at that time as the

Vernacular Final Examination.  Though he insisted that all his six children including

two daughters should acquire education, he couldn’t spare much time for teaching

them as, like all revenue officials, he was frequently transferred from one place to

another.
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Bhaurao Patil

Sr.No.

1

2

3

4

5

Particulars

Born on

Father’s occupation

Family occupation

No.of Bhaurao’s siblings

Father’s education

Information

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

B] Expand the theme.

B1 or B2 Do any one of the following . 5

B1. News Report.

Read the following headline and prepare a news report with the help of the given

points.

The Education Department organizes the science exhibition.

 Headline.

 Dateline.

 Introduction.

 Short continuing paragraph.

OR

B2. Develop a story using the following beginning, Suggest a suitable title.

Raju was a poor but hardworking boy.  His school was three kilometers away from

his home.  It was very hard to walk to the school and time consuming.  He always

wished..................
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       5 Marks

Q.7] Translation : 5
a] Translate the following words into your medium of instruction.

 (Any Four) 2
1 - effore
2 - concept
3 - decision
4 - rural
5 - satellite
6 - rainbow

b] Translate the following senetences into your medium of instruction.
(Any Two) 2
1 - School is a temple of knowledge.
2 - Don’t argue with me.
3 - It is our duty to help the needy.
4 - Raju has studied two foreign languages.

c] Translate the following idioms / proverbs into your medium of instruction.
(Any One) 2
1 - Many hands make work light.
2 - Seeing is believing
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                                                  (10 marks)

Q.1 A] Do as directed (Attempt any four)

1] Complete the following words by using correct letters.

i] Vo - ce ii] e - rly

iii] col - ur iv] wo - ld

2] Put the following words in alphabetical order :

i] include, property, untied, life

ii] wrinkles, wife, window, wild

3] Punctuate the following sentences:

i] did you give any gurudakshina to your guru i asked

ii] he said it will be a difficult task

4] Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the given word

‘Magnificent’.

5] Write the related words as shown in the example:

Speak

Politely

Std. - X Marks- 80
Time-3 Hrs.

Activity Sheet - 3
Sub. English
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6] Complete the word chain of ‘verbs’.  Add four words, each beginning with the last

letter of the previous word.

dig : a] ........................ b] ..................... c] ................... d] ..................

B] Do as directed

(1) Attempt any one

a] Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be afraid of’.

OR

b] Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully.

    I know the reason .....................

2] Attempt any one

a] Add a prefix or suffix to make new words (2 words)

i] obey ii] lucky

b] Make meaningful sentence by using any one of the following words.

i] obey ii] lucky

                                20 Marks

Q.2 -A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities 10

A1. Match the people in column A with their related words in column B.

                   A

1.   Seth Govind Ram’s

2.   Customer’s

3.   Merchant’s

4.   Barber’s 

                 B

a]     shop

b]     store

c]     number

d]     ear
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Deep Chand who was cutting the hair of an elderly gentleman, was so startled that
his hand shook and he nicked his customer’s right ear.  The customer yelped with pain
and distress: pain, because of the cut and distress because of the awful news he had
just heard.  With one side of his neck still unshaven, he sped across the road to the
general merchant’s store where there was a telephone.  He dialled Seth Govind Ram’s
number.  The Seth was not at home.  Where was he, then? The Seth was holidaying in
Kashimir.  Oh, was that so? The elderly gentleman did not believe it.  He hurried back
to the barber’s shop and told Deep Chand: ‘The bird has flown! Seth Govind Ram has
left town.  Definitely, it means a callapse.’  And then he dashed out of the shop, making
a beeline for his office and chequebook.

The news spread through the bazaar with the rapidity of forest fire.  From the
general merchant’s it travelled to the shop, circulated amongst the customers, and then
spread with them in various directions, to the betel - seller, the tailor, the free vendor,
the jeweller, the beggar sitting on the pavement.

A2. Complete the following web : 2

The customer’s
reactions when

he heard the
news

A3. Encircle the odd word out in the following group of words . 2
1) tailor 2) Vendor 3) bazar 4) betel - seller
1) shop 2) number 3) news 4) sped
1) awful 2) elderly 3) definitely 4) right
1) ears 2) roads 3) hairs 4) stores
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A4. Do as directed : 2

1] He dialled Seth Govind Ram’s number.

(Put the object in place of subject and rewrite the sentence.)

2] The news spread through the bazaar with the rapidity of forest fire.

(Frame ‘wh’ question to get the underlined part as an answr)

A5. Personal response :

Write your reaction about a shocking news you heard.

B] Read the following passage and do the activities 10

B1. Complete the following sentences : 2

1] Stephen Hawking was confined to a..........................

2] Stephen decided to continue ...................................

3] Stephen shook the .................................. theories by his statements

4] The disease affected Stephen’s body and left him .......................

How much time he had left on this planet was very uncertain.  The prognosis was

bad and the doctors said they could not do much.  Undaunted, Stephen decided to

continue his research and even got engaged to a Jane Wilde.  Howking says that,

ironic as it may sound, it is at this dismal stage, he began enjoying life the most.  This

he says was because he started living life for the moment and continued his doctoral

research work with renewed vigour.

In the meanwhile, the disease worked its way into Stephen’s body and left him

disabled.  He began studying the concept of “Black Holes”, to get his Ph.D.  By this

time, he was confined to a wheelchair and was rapidly losing control of his hands

and speech.  The study of “black holes” sparked his imagination with bright ideas.

He made many epochmaking statements that shook established theories.  Scientists

believe that the universe began with a “Big Bang”.  To explain this concept better,

Stephen invented what is known as “Lie Algebra”.
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B2. Complete the following chart: 2

    

1. According to the scientists the begining of the universe is

2. Stephen got engaged to 

3. The topic of Stephen’s research

4. Stephen’s invention to explain the concept of beginnig of univrse.

B3. Find the homographs from the passage for the following descriptions 2

A -   A good and strong condition 
        The tone audible




B -   The raised platform in a theatre
        Phase




C -   Past tense of leave
        The side of the heart in our body




D -   A way of earning money
        Not dead or alive





B4. Do as directed. 2

1] The doctors said they could not do much.

(Make the above sentence affirmative)

2] The disease worked its way into Stephen’s body and left him disabled.

(Rewrite the sentence using ‘not only..............but also’)

B5. Personal response :

“If we determine to live for the moment nothing will deflect us”.  Explain with any

example.
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10 Marks

Q.3A] Read the following stanzas and do the activities. 5

A1. Match the pairs to complete the statements.

               
i)   We should keep
ii)  We should not lose
iii) We should talk
iv)  We should feel   

A         
-----------------
-----------------
-----------------
-----------------

Ans                     
a)  the common touch
b)  with crowd
c)  the unforgiving minute
d)  our virtue

B

And treat those two imposters just the same;

If you can bear to hear the truth, you’ve spoken.  Twisted by knaves to make a

trap for fools.

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken.  And stoop and build’em up

with worn - out tools;

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, or walk with kings, nor lose

the common touch;

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,

If all men count with you, but none too much;

If you can fill the unforgiving minute

With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run.  Yours is the Earth and everything

that’s in it,

And which is more you’ll be a Man, my son!

A2. Complete the web. 2

What we must
not do..........
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A3. Add your own rhyming words in the following pairs.

i) fools : tools : .............

ii) run  : son   :  ............

B] Appreciation of the poem.

Read the following poem and write an appreciation of it with the help of the points

given below
Basketful of Moonlight

O moon,
give me moonlight,
basketful or two baskets full,
with seeds of moonlight

From the city to my village,
on the sides of the path
I want to sow many,
small, small moons of light.
The whole village goes to the city
daily to work.

It becomes dark on its way back
as my village is quite far.
The route is tough and full of
snakes and scorpions.
Neither bus nor cart plies.
When my father returns home
I am asleep.

And he goes back early in the morning
while I am sleeping.

O moon
give me a basketful of moonlight
On loan.
I want to light the dark route
So that my father returns early
I too want to hear fairy tales
and stories from him.

O moon,
give me a basketful of moonlight
I want to sow seeds of moon
on the sides of the path.

- Sunil Sharma
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1] Title - 1/2

2] Poet / Poetess 1/2

3] Rhyme scheme 1

4] Figure of speech (any one) 1

5] Theme / Central idea : (In 2 to 3 lines) : 2

              15 Marks

Q.4-A] Read the following passage carefully and do the activities : 10

A1. Complete the following sentences. 2

1] Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was born on........................

2] Dr. Kalam also served as the 11th President of India from..........

3] The government of India honored him with the Padma Bhushan in ...............

4] Dr. Kalam left this world on ................

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was born on Octomber 15,1931 at Rameshwaram,

Tamil Nadu.  His full name was Dr. Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam.  He was

an Indian aerospace scientist.  He was born in a poor family, but he was an excep-

tionally brilliant and hard working child.

Kalam passed his B.Sc. from Saint Joseph College, Thiruchirapalli.  Then he

joined Madras Institute of Technology (MIT) to study aerospace engineering.  He

worked as an Aerospace engineer at DRDO (Defence Research and Development

Organisation) and ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation).

He is known as the Missile Man of India.  The various Indian missiles like Prithvi,

Agni, Trishul, Akash etc.  are mainly the result of his effort and caliber.  Dr. Kalam

also served as the 11th President of India from 25th July 2002 to 25 July 2007.

The government of India honoured him with the Padma Bhushan in 1981, Padma

Vibhushan in 1990 and India’s highest civilian honour, the Bharat Ratna in 1997.

Dr. Kalam left this world on 27th July 2015, while delivering a lecture on

“Creating a Livable Planet Earth” at the Indian Institute of Management Shillong.
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A2. Complete the following web : 2

Missiles developed
by Dr. Kalam

..........................

..........................

..........................

..........................

A3.1) Use the given phrase in your own sentence 1

‘Known as’

2] Write two adjectives from the passage. 1

i] ................... ii] ......................

A4. Do as directed : 2

1] He was an Indian aerospace scientist and politician.

(Use ‘as well as’)

2] He was born in poor family, but he was an exceptionally brilliant child.

(Use ‘Though’ and rewrite it)

A5. Personal Response : 2

Who is your role model ?

Write 2 - 3 sentences about hire / her.

B] Read the passage given in Q. No. 4 (A) and write a summary of it.  Suggest

a suitable title to the summary.
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Q.5-A] Letter writing A1 or A2.  Do any one of the following activities : 5

Imagine you are Dipak / Dipali Shirke.  You are residing at Vadgaon Kd.  Pune.

Now attempt any one letter based on the given poster :
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A1. Informal letter :

Write a letter to your friend advising him/her how to prevent the infection of covid -

19.  Make use of points given in the above poster.  You may add your own points.

OR

A2. Formal letter :

Imaging you are the representative of your class and nowadays you are learning

online everything.  Write a letter to the medical officer of P.H.C. requesting him/her

to guide your classmates on, “How to prevent the infection of covid 19” by using

Zoom meeting.  Make use of points given in the above poster.  You may add your

own points.

B] Dialogue writing/Drafting a speech :

B1 or B2] Do any one of the following : 5

B1. Dialogue writing :

a] Prepare a dialogue from the jumbled sentences ::

i) Ok two coffee please.

ii) What would you like to have tea or coffee?

iii) Thanks a lot.

iv) I prefer coffee to tea

b] Complete the following dialogue.

Sonal : Do your parents scold you?

Manisha : ...............................................................

Sonal : How do you feel when they scold you?

Manisha : ...............................................................

c] Write a dialogue between a student and a teacher about ‘Onlinge e - learning’

devices’.

OR
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B2. Drafting a speech

Your school has organized an elocution competition on the occasion of ‘World

Health Day’.  The topic is ‘Say no to fast food’. Prepare a speech with the help of

the given points.

* Difficult for digestion.

* Processed food - unhealthy food.

* Not prepared from natural ingredients.

* Root cause of many diseases.

* Good to turn towards homemade and deshi food.

* Buy local, buy seasonal, buy organic.

Q.6-A] Information Transfer :

A1 or A2 Do any one of the following :

A1. Non - verbal to verbal :

Read the information given in the following web - chart.  Write two short para-

graphs based on it.  Give a suitable title to it.

Problems in wildlife 
conservation and solutions

man made 
problems

defo
res

tati
on by

builders a
nd 

developers
Population
explosion

Poaching for

international 

demand of 

animal hides
eve

r g
row

ing

need
 fo

r 

ag
ric

ultu
re 

lan
d

natural
problems

forest 

fire
s

floods

draughts

Solutions
arrangements

of check - posts
to detect poaching

Provision of laws 
and strict execution 

of laws

Providing proper
security to protect

wildlife

OR
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A2. Verbal to Non - verbal :

Read the following information and present it in the web diagram given below.  Give

a suitable title to it.

Defense mechanism of human body is always stronger to fight against virus or

bacteria.  Though coronavirus or covid - 19 has become a terror, it is now proved

that it’s a mild and curable disease.  Therefore people should not be afraid of it and

should not get panic about it.  There is hardly any difference between the symptoms

of normal flu and covid - 19.  Dry cough, running nose, headache body ache, throat

ache, vomiting, sneezing and loose motion are the symptoms of the normal viral flu

as well as coronavirus.  Normal flu vanishes within three to four days while that of

coronavirus persists or increase even after seven to eight days.  children under the

age of ten and the eleders over the age of sixty have lower immunity.  Hence they

become victims of coronavirus.  People should wash their hands regularly for twenty

seconds with a soap or handwash.  They should use hand sanitizer.  They should use

masks while going out. They should follow the social distance. A balanced diet,

vitamin C and hot water are the recommended remdies for coronavirus.

a lot of risk
of infection for.....

CORONAVIRUS Symptoms

Precautions

hands should
be disinfected

with.....
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B] Expand the theme.
B1 or B2 Do any one of the following. 5

B1. News Report.
Read the following headline and prepare a news report with the help of the given
points.
The Fun Fair organized in the school.

Headline.

Dateline

 Introduction

 Short continuing paragraph.
B2. Develop a story with the help of the end given below suggest a suitable title.

.........................and thus, Dr. Mahesh Patil was rewarded as ‘Corona Warrior’ by
the Chief Minister of Maharashtra.

              5 Marks

Q.7] Translation :
a] Translate the following words into your medium of instruction. (any four) 3

1 - Century
2 - Merchant
3 - gloom
4 - pollution
5- voyage
6 - sponsor

b] Translate the following sentences into your medium of instruction. (any two) 2
1 - My mother never lies.
2 - I read an interesting book last month.
3 - Don’t overeat.
4 - Take care of your health.

c] Translate the following idioms/ proverbs into your medium of instruction. (any one)1
1 - First come first served.
2 - Appearances are deceptive.
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     Std. - X         Marks- 40
       Time-2 Hrs.

Instruction -
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. Use of a calculator is not allowed.
3. The numbers to the right of the questions indicate full marks.
4. In case of MCQs (Q.No. 1 (A)) only the first attempt will be evaluated and

will be given credit.
5. For every MCQ the correct alternatives (A), (B), (C) or (D) of answers with

subquestion number id to be written as an answer.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Question Paper No. - 1

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1 A] For every subquestion 4 alternative answers are given choose the correct

answer and write the alphabet of it. 4

i] To solve the simultenous equation in ‘x’ and ‘y’ by cramer’s rule.  if Dx = 49,

Dy = 63, and D = 7 then what is the value of ‘x’

A]  7 B] -7

C] 1/7 D] -1/7

ii] The probability of any event is from......

A] 1 to 100 B] 1 to (-1)

C] 0 to 9 D) 0 to 1

iii] For an A.P., if a = 3.5, d = 0, n = 101 then tn = .........

A] 0 B] 104.5

C] 3.5 D] 103.5

iv] Out of the following equation which one is not a quadratic equation.

A] 2 22 4 15 1x x x   B] 22 8x x
C] 25 90x  D] 2 22 5x x x  
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Q.1 B]  Solve the following subquestion : 4

i] Write the following equation in the form ax2 + bx + c = 0 and find the value of a,b,c

x2 = 4

ii] To draw graph of 4x + 5y = 12 find ‘y’ when x = -2

iii] In random experiment, for an event A, if n (A) = 2, P (A) = 1/2 then find n (S)

iv] What is the classmark of the class 5.5 - 10.5?

Q.2 A] Attempt any two activites: 4

i] Complete the activity to solve the determinant.

2 3 9
3 3 2

2 3 3
   

                     =   - 18

                     =  

ii] Complete the activity to form quadratic equation if roots are - 3 and - 7.

Let 3 7and      are the roots of required quadratic equation.

   3 7 10 3 7 21and               

  We know that, the quadratic equation whose roots are ' ' ' 'and is 

 2 0x x   

2 0x x   

2 0x x   

This is the required quadratic equation.

iii] For an A.P. a = 1, d = 2, n = 75 and find S75 Complete the following activity

Here, a = 1, d = 2, n = 75

We know that,  The sum of first ‘n’ terms of an A.P.

  1
2n
nS n d   
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  75
75 2 1 75 1 2
2

S     

      75 2 74 2
2

   

          75 2 148
2

 

         
75 150
2

 

         =               

      75S 

B] Attempt any four subquestions. 8
i] 15x + 17y = 21,  17x + 15y = 11 find the value of x + y
ii] Solve the quadratic equation by using factorization method x2 - 3 = 0
iii] Write an A.P., whose first term a = -3 and common difference d = 0
iv] The product of two consecutive natural numbers is 72.  Find the numbers.
v] Two coins are tossed simultenously find the probability of getting no head?
Q.3A] Attempt any one activity. 3
i] Given arthematic progression is 12, 16, 20, 24..........To find the 24th term of this

progression complete the following activity
The given A.P. is 12, 16, 20, 24........
Here a = 12, d = 16 - 12 = 4, n = 24
We know that, nth term of A.P.

 1nt n d   

 24 12 24 1 4t    

         12 23 4  

        12 

        24t 

24 . .th term of given A P is
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 ii] If two dice are rolled simultaneonsly to find the probability of the following events.

a] The sum of the digits on the upperface is a prime number

b] The sum of the digit on the upper face is 25

Complete the following activity.

Ans : Sample space

   S  = {(1,1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (1, 6)

(2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6)

(3,1), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6)

(4,1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (4, 6)

(5,1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4), (5, 5), (5, 6)

(6,1), (6, 2), (6, 3), (6, 4), (6, 5), (6, 6)

n (s) = 

a]  Let ‘A’ be the event that the sum of the digits on the upper face is prime number.

A = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 6), (2, 1), (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 3),

(5, 2), (5, 6), (6, 1), (6, 5)}

n (A) = 

   
5

5 12
n A

P A
n

  

b] Let ‘B’ be the event that the sum of the digit on upper face is 25

B = {        }= 

n (B) = 

   
0

36
n B

P B
n S

   

B) Attempts any two subquestions 6

i] The 17th term of an A.P. is ‘7’ more than the 10th term.  Find the common

difference?
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ii] Solve the quadratic equation by using formula method. : 2 14 13 0m m  

iii] Joseph kept 26 cards  in cap, bearing one English alphabet on each card, one card

is drawn at random, what is the probability that the card drawn bears Vowel card?

iv] Solve the following simultenous equation by cramer’s rule : 3x + y = 10, x - y = 2

Q.4 Attempts any two subquestion 8

i] 2x + 3y = 12, x - y = 1 solve this simultenous equations graphically and find the area

of triangle formed by these lines and Y axis.

ii] In a game of chance, a spinning arrow comes to rest at one of the numbers

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 all these are equally likely outcomes.  Find the probability that it will

rest at

a] 8

b] an odd number

c] number greater than two

d] a number is less than 9

Fig -

1

23

4

5

6 7

8

iii] The sum of the present ages of Manish and Savita is 31 years.  3 years ago Manish’s

age was four times Savita’s age at that time.  Find their present ages?
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Q.5 Solve any one of the following 3

i) If the 9th term of an A.P. is Zero, then show that the 29th term is twice the 19th term.

ii) Sum of areas of two squares is 244 cm2 and the difference between their perimeter

is 8 cm then find the length of sides by using following flowchart.

Difference between the perimeter of two squares is 8 cm.
Difference between their sides is 2 cm.

Let the side of the first square be                 cm The side of second square be                     cm

Area of the first square = .............. sq. cm Area of the second square = .............. sq. cm

By the given condition, the sum of area of two square is 244 sq.cm. 

(                  )  +    (                  )   =  244

Solve the above quadratic equation

2 2

x = - 12 is unacceptable because the 
length is always positive

x = + 10 
Acceptable
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Std. - X Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hrs.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep 2020-21

Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 1

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1A) i] A ii] D

iii] C iv] D

B) i] 2 4 ........x Given
2 4 0x  

 2 0 4 0x x    

Comparing the above equation with
2 0,ax bx c we get  

a = 1,  b = 0,  c = - 4

ii] Given equation

4x + 5y = 12 when x = (-2)

 4 2 57 12   

 8 5 12y   

5 12 8y  

5 20y 

20
5

y 

4y 

4The value of y is

iii] Given ,     12,
2

n A p A     we know that

   
 

n A
p A

n S
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1 2
2 n S

  (  By putting values of n(A) and p (A))

  4n S 

iv] For class 5.5 - 10.5

  Upper class limit = 10.5

  Lower class limit = 5.5

We know that

Class mark = Upper class limit + lower class limit
2

  Class mark of 5.5 - 10.5 = 10.5 5.5
2


16
2



= 8

Q.2 A) i] 
2 3 9

2 3 3 3 2 9
2 3 3

   

                    =    18   -   18

                    =  0

ii] Let 3 7and     are the roots of required quadratic equation.

   3 7 10 3 7 21and               

  We know that, the quadratic equation whose roots are ' ' ' 'and   is

 2 0x x        

 2 10 21 0x x    

2 10 21 0x x   

  This is the required quadratic equation.
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iii] Here,  a = 1,  d = 2,  n = 75

We know that, The sum of first ‘n’ terms of an A.P.

 2 1
2n
nS a n d     

 75
75 2 1 75 1 2
2

S       

          75 2 74 2
2

  

          75 2 148
2

 

         
75 150
2

 

 755 75 75  

 755 5625 

B] i] Given : 17x + 15y = (1),  15x + 17y  = 21 - (2)

17x + 15y  =  11    ..........(i)

15x + 17y = 21     ...........(ii)

______________________________

32x + 32y = 32        (Adding  (i)  and  (ii))

Dividing both side by 32

32 32 32
32 32 32

x y
  

1x y  

ii] 2 3 0x  

   22 3 0x  

   3 3 0x x   
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   3 0 3 0x or x    

3 3x or x   

3 3and   are the roots of the given quadratic equation.

iii]Given : - The first term = t1 = a = - 3 and

The common difference = d = 0

We know that,

t1 = a = -3

                      2 1 3 0 3t t d       

                      3 2 3 0 3t t d       

                      4 3 3 0 3t t d       

                       The required A.P. is -3, -3, -3, -3, ...........

iv] Let the first natural number be ‘x’
  The second consecutive natural number = x + 1

By the given condition.
  x (x + 1) = 72
  x2 + x = 72
  x2 + x -72 = 0
  x2 + 9x - 8x - 72 = 0
  x (x + 9) -8 (x + 9) =0
  x + 9 = 0 x - 0 = 0
  x = -9 x = 8

But natural number cannot be negative
  The first natural number = x = 8
  The second consecutive natural number = x + 1 = 8 + 1 = 9

v] Two coins are tossed simultaneously

  The sample space ‘S’ is
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S = {HH,  HT,  TH,  TT}

n (S) = 4

Let ‘A’ be the event that getting no head

A = {TT}

n (A) = 1

   
 

n A
p A

n S
 

  1
4

p A 

Q.3 A) i] The given A.P. is 12, 16, 20, 24.........

Here a = 12,  d = 16 - 12 = 4,  n = 24

We know that, nth term of A.P.

t  =   a   + (n - 1) d  n

 24 12 24 1 4t    

24 12 23 4t   

t  = 12 +  9224

t  =   10424

24  term of the given A.P. is   104th

ii] Sample space

   S  ={(1,1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (1, 6)

(2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6)

(3,1), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6)

(4,1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (4, 6)

(5,1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4), (5, 5), (5, 6)

(6,1), (6, 2), (6, 3), (6, 4), (6, 5), (6, 6)}
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n (s) = 36

a]  Let ‘A’ be the event that the sum of the digits on the upper face is prime number.

A = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 6), (2, 1), (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 3),

(5, 2), (5, 6), (6, 1), (6, 5)}

n (A) = 15

   5
n A

P A
n



  15
36

P A 

  5
12

P A 

b] Let ‘B’ be the event that the sum of the digit on upper face is ‘25’

B = {        }=   n B 

   
 

n B
p B

n S
 

    36
n B

P B
n S

  
0

  0p B 

B) i]

Let the first term of the A.P. be ‘a’ and common difference ‘d’ we know that, nth

term of an A.P

tn = a = (n - 1) d

a] t17 = a + (17 - 1) d

 17 16 .........t a d I  
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b] t10 = a + (10 - 1) d

 10 9 .........t a d II  

According to given condition.

17 10 7t t  

   16 9 7 ........a d a d from I and II    

16 9 7a d a d    

16 9 7d d  

7 7d 

7
7

d 

1d 

The common difference is ‘1’

ii) m2 - 14m + 13 = 0

comparing the above equation with standered form am2 + bm + c = 0, we get,

a = 1,  b = - 14 ,  c = 13

 22 4 14 4 1 13b ac      

              = 196 - 52

              = 144

We know that by formula method

2 4
2

b b acm
a

  


 14 144
2 1

m
  




14 12
2

m  


14 12 14 12
2 2

m or m  
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26 2
2 2

m or m  

13 1m or m  

13 and 1 are the roots of the given quadratic equation

iii) In Joseph’s cap, there are 26 cards

The sample space ‘S’ is

S = {a, b, c,......y, z}

n (S) = 26

  Let ‘A’ be the event that the card drawn is Vowel

  A = {a, e, i, o, u}

  n (A) = 5

we know that

   
 

n A
p A

n S


  5
26

p A 

iv) The given simultaneous equation are

3x + y = 10 .............(i)

x - y = 2     ..............(ii)

Here,

 3 1
3 1 1 1

1 1
D      



                = - 3 - 1

                = - 4

 10 1
10 1 1 2

2 1
Dx      



                   = - 10 - 2
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                   = - 12
3 10

3 2 10 1
1 2

Dy     

                 = 6 -10

                 = - 4

By using cramer’s rule, we get

Dx Dyx and y
D D

  

12 4
4 4

x and y 
  

 
3 1x and y  

x = 3 and y = 1 is the solution of given simultenous equation.
Q.4 )

i)
x

y

(x, y)

0

4

(0, 4)

3

2

(3, 2)

-3

6

(-3, 6)

2x + 3y = 12

x

y

(x, y)

0

-1

(0, -1)

2

1

(2, 1)

4

3

(4, 3)

x - y = 1

graph of these line are drawn on graph paper as
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x = 3 and y = 2 are the solution of two simultenous equation.

Let A, B and C are the vertices of required triangle from graph, AD is a height of

a triangle

  AD = 3cm  and base of triangle = BC = 5cm

  Area of triangle
1
2

base height  

1 3 5
2

  

15
2



= 7.5 sqem.

  Area of required triangle is 7.5 sq.cm.

ii) In a game of chance,

The sample space ‘S’ is

S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8}

  n (S) = 8

a] Let ‘A’ be the event that the spining arrow comes to rest at ‘8’

 8A 

  1n A 

   
 

n A
p A

n S


  1
8

p A 

b] Let ‘B’ be the event that the spinning arrow comes to rest at an odd number

  B = {1, 3, 5, 7}

  n (B) = 4

   
 

n B
p B

n S
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           = 
4
8

  1
2

p B 

c] Let ‘C’ be the event that the spinning arrows comes to rest at a number greater

than 2

 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8c 

  n (c) = 6

   
 

n C
p C

n S
 

        
6
8



  2
3

p C 

d] Let ‘D’ be the event that a number is less than 9

D = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

  8n D 

   
 

n D
p D

n S
 

  8
8

p D 

1
1

 

  1p D 

iii) Let Manish present age is ‘x’ years  Savita present age is ‘y’ years

By the first condition.

  x + y = 31 .............(I)
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3 year’s ago,

Manish age is (x - 3) year

Savita age is (y - 3) year

By the second condition

(x - 3) = 4 (y - 3)

  x - 3 = 4y - 12

  x - 4y = - 12 + 3

  x - 4y = - 9 .............(II)

x + y = 31         ........(I)
x    4y =     9      ........(II)

0 + 5y = 40     

  
+ +-

  5y = 40

  
40
5

y 

8y 

Putting y = 8 in equation (I)

  x + y = 31

  x + 8 = 31

  x = 31 - 8

  x = 23

  Manish present age = x = 23 years

  Savita present age = y = 8 years

Q.5 i) The nineth term of an A.P. is zero

  t9 = 0 ..........Given

We know that, nth term of an A.P.

  tn = a + (n - 1) d...........(i)
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a] t9 = a + (9 - 1) d ...........from (i)

  o = a + 8d

  a = - 8d

b] t19 = a + (19-1) d ........... (ii)

  t19 = -8d + 18d ........... from (i)

 t19 = 10d ........... from (ii)

  t19 = 10d ........... (iii)

c] t29 = a + (29 - 1) d ........... from (i)

  t29 = (-8d) + 28 d ........... from (ii)

  t29 = 20d

  t29 = 2   10d ...........

  t29 = 2 t19 ........... from (iii)

The 29th term is twice the 19th term

Difference between the perimeter of two squares is 8 cm.
Difference between their sides is 2 cm.

Let the side of the first square be ‘x’  cm The side of second square be (x + 2) cm

Area of the first square = x   sq. cm2 Area of the second square = (x + 2)  sq. cm2

By the given condition, the sum of area of two square is 244 sq.cm. 

(x)  +    ( x + 2 )   =  244

Solve the above quadratic equation

2 2

x = - 12 is unacceptable because the 
length is always positive

x = + 10 
Acceptable
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The side of first square = x = 10 cm.

The side of second square = x + 2 = 10 + 2 = 12 cm.

Calculation :

 22 2 244x x  
2 2 4 4 244x x x    

22 4 4 4 244 0x x     
22 4 240 0x x    (  Devide both side by 2)

2 2 120 0x x   
2 12 10 120 0x x x    

   12 10 12 0x x x    

   12 10 0x x   

12 0 10 0x or x    

12 10x or x   
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     Std. - X    Marks- 40
  Time-2 Hrs.

Instruction -
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. Use of  calculator is not allowed.
3. Figures to the right of questions indicate full marks.
4. Assessment will be done for the first attempted answer to MCQ (Q.1A)
5. Write the correct alternative letter [(A), (B), (C)  or  (D) only for MCQ]

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Question Paper No. - 2

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1 A ) Choose the correct alternative for each of the following subquestions : 4

i) Which of the following sequences are in A.P.

a) 1, 3, 7, 11, .......... b) 3, 3, 3, 3, .........

c) 2, -2, 2, -2, 2, .......... d) 10, 9, 8, 7, 6,.........

A] (a) and (c) B] (b) and (d)

C] (b) and (c) D] (a) and (d)

ii) Which among the following lies on the graph of the equation 2x - y = - 2

A) (10, 0) B) (2, 6)

C) (0, 1) D) (2, -6)

iii) P(A) = 25% and n(S) = 8, then n(A) =?

A) 1 B) 2

C) 4 D) 8

iv) The roots of the quadratic equation x2 + 3 = 0  are .............

A)  1, 3 B)  3,1

C)  3, 3 D) (3, 3)
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Q.1 B] Solve the following sub - questions. 4

i) Decide whether (0, 3) is the solution of linear equation 4x - 3y = 9 .

ii) For the quadratic equation if a = 1, b = -4, c = 3 then find the value of discriminant

( ).

iii) Write an example of A.P. having first term is a natural number and common differ-

ence zero.

iv) There are six cards in a box, each bearing a number from 0 to 5.  Find the

probability of getting a natural number card.

Q.2 A) Complete any two of the following activities. 4

i) Complete the following table.

Quadratic Equation

x  - 4 = 0 

3x  + 2x = 0 

2

2

Standard form a

1

3

b

2

c

-4

ii) Complete the following activity.

There are 52 cards in a pack.

In each pack

a] total black face cards are 

b] There are  kings of red colour..

c] There are  cards which are not of diamond.

d] Total club cards are .

iii) Find the value of determinant D for the simultaneous equations   3a + 5b = 26 ;

a + 5b = 22

5
1

D 
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=  - 5 1

=  - 5

=  10

Q.2 B)  Solve any four of the following subquestions . 8

i) If x = 7  & y = 5 is the solution of 3x + ay = 31 then find the value of a.

ii) Solve the quadratic equation x2 - 15x + 54 = 0 by factorisation method.

iii) 11, 8, 5, 2,......... In this A.P. which term is number - 151?

iv) Each card bears one letter from the word ‘mathematics’.  The cards are placed on

a table upside down. Find the probability that a card drawn bears the letter ‘m’.

v) Find the value of determinant

7 3

3 7

Q.3 A) Complete any one of the following activities.

i) Solve : 15x + 17y = 21; 17x + 15y = 11

  Let’s add the given two equations

15x + 17y = 21 .........(I)
17x + 15y = 11 .........(II)+
32x + 32y = 

1 ......(II)x y    dividing both sides of equation by 32

Subtracting two equations,

15x + 17y = 21
17x + 15y = 11 
-       -        -

-

x + 2y = 10

dividing the equation by 2

- x + y =   ........ (IV)

Adding equations (III)  &  (IV)
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x + y = 1
x + y = 5+

 y = 

3y 

Place this value in equation (III)

x + y = 1

 x + 3 = 1

 x   =  1  - 3

 x  =  

 (x, y) = (-2, 3) is the solution.

ii) For an A.P.,  t1 = p and d = q, what is the 18th term.

 t1 = a = p,  d = q

we know that

nt   

18t 

18t 

Q.3 B)  Solve any two of the following sub-questions. 6

i] Solve the following simultaneous equations using Determinant method.

5x + 3y = - 11 ;  2x + 4y = - 10

ii] Solve the quadratic equation by factorisation method
23 2 6 2 0x x  

iii] A two digit number is to be formed from the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Repeatation of the

digit is allowed.   Find the probability that the number so formed .

a] prime number

b] multiple of 4

iv) If x = 5 is a root of equation Kx2 - 14x - 5 = 0  then find the value of K.
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Q.4 Solve any two of the following sub - questions. 8

i) The length of a rectangle is 4cm more than its breadth and its diagonal is 4cm more

than the length.  Find the length and breadth of the rectrangle.

ii) In a school, students thought of planting trees in and around the school to reduce

noise pollution and air pollution.  It was decided that the number of trees that each

section of each class will plant be the same as the class in which they are studying.

e.g. - a section I class will plant 1 tree, a section of II class will plant 2 trees and so

on.  a section of class XII will plant 12 trees.  There are three sections of each class.

How many trees will be planted by the students?

iii) Playing with cards of only 2 suites (spade and club),  write S and n(s).

Find the probability that if a card is drawn from this pack.

a] it is a face card.

b] card greater than 5.

c] a red card.

Q.5 Solve any one of the following 3

i) In a factory the ratio of salary of skilled and unskilled workers is 5:3.  Total salary of

one day of both of them is < 720.  Find daily wages of skilled and unskilled work-

ers.

ii) A lending library has a fixed charge for the first three days and an additional charge

for each day therafter.  Sarita paid >< 27 for a book kept for 7 days, while Sunil paid

< 21, for a book kept for 5 days.  Find the fixed charge and the charge for each

extra day.
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Std. - X Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hrs.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep 2020-21

Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 2

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1 A) i] B ii] D iii] B iv) C
B) i] (0, 3) is not the solution of equation 4x - 3y = 9

ii] Discriminant ( ) = 4

iv] 
5
6

Q.2 B) i] a = 2 ii] x = 9 or  x = 6 iii] 55th term

iv] 
2

11 v] 4

Q.3 B) i] x = -1, y = - 2 ii] x = 
2
3

iii] a] 
3

10 iv] 3

Q.4 i] Length of rectangle = 16 cm
   breadth of rectangle = 12 cm
ii] Total number of plants planted  by students = 234
iii]  n (s) = 26

a] 
3

13 b] 
8

13 c] 0

Q.5 i] Daily wages of a skilled worker = < 450
Daily wages of an unskilled worker  = < 270

ii] Fixed charge = < 6
the charge for each extra day = < 3
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   Std. - X        Marks- 40
       Time-2 Hrs.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep
S.S.C. March 2020 - 21

Model Activity Sheet No. 3
Subject - Mathematical - Part - I

Instruction -
1.  All questions are compulsory.
2.  Use of calculator is not allowed
3.  Total marks are shown on the right side of the question.
4.  If neccessary draw the figure to justify your answer.
5.  Construction marks should distinct.  Do not erase them
6.  For all multiple choice question (Q.1A) marks will be given only to the first
     attempt.
7.  White solving multiple choice questions write the number of the sub - questions
and write the correct alternative in front of it (A, B, C, D)

Q.1-A] Select the correct alternative and write it 04

i) For drawing the graph of 5 2 16x y   if x = 2 what is the value of y?

A) 
11
2 B) 8

C) 3 D) 
14
5

ii) What is the nature of the roots of the quadratic equation 22 3 4 0x x  
A) Real and unequal B) Not Real

C) Real D) Real and equal

iii) Which of the following is the sum of the first 20 natural numbers?

A) 200 B) 400

C) 420 D) 210
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iv) If   3
7

P A   and n (s) = 49 then n (A) = ?

a) 13 b) 14

c) 
3
4 d] 21

Q.1 B] Solve the following subquestions. 4

i) For solving simultaneous equation by cramer’s rule if Dx = 12, D = 4 then find the

value of x

ii) What is the common difference of the A.P. 7, 13, 19, 25 ..........

iii) A coin is tossed twice write the sample space S.

iv) Write the quadratic equation 23 10 7x x   in the standard form.

Q.2A) Complete any two of the following activities and rewrite it 4

i) Solve

5 3
5 3

7 9
   

             = 21

             = 

ii) Solve 2 132 0x x  
         2 12 11 132 0x x x   

            11 0x  

         x or x 

iii) Three boys A,B and C are in race A is twice as likely to win as B and B is twice

likely to win as C and P(A) + P(B) + P(C) = 1 what is the respective probability of

wining complete following activity .

Let P(C) = x

P (B) = 2 x P (C) = 2x
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P (A) = 

But P(A) + P (B) + P (C) = 1

 + 2x + x = 1

1
7

x 

  1
7

P C 

P (B) = 

P (A) = 

Q.2 B] Solve the following subquestions (Any Four) 08

i) Find the value of y in the equation 2x + y = 7,  if x = 2 and find x if y = 1

ii] Find the value of discriminant of the quatratic equation. 23 2 2 2 3 0x x  
iii] Form the equodratic equation whose roots are 0 and 4.

iv] Express the following information in mathematical form using variables x and y.

i) The perimeter of a rectangle is 40cm.

ii) The cost of 2 tables and 3 chairs is Rs 5400.

v] There are 30 tickets numbered 1 to 30 in a box.

A ticket is drawn what is the probability that the ticket drawn bears on odd

numbers?

Q.3A] Complete any one of the following activity. 03
i) To find the sum of first 11 positive numbers which are multiples of 6

complete the following activity.

Ans : Here ,a d 

 2 1
2n
nS a n d    
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 11
11 2 1
2

S n     

11
11 60
2

S    

11 11S  

11 396S 

ii) A coin is tossed trice.  To find the probability of getting tail in the second
toss complete the following activity

Ans : S = {                       }

 n s  = 
Let A is the event of getting tail in the second toss

A  {                       }

 n A  = 

   
n A

P A
n S

  

Q.3B] Solve the following subquestions any two 6
i) How many three digit natural numbers are divisible by 4?

ii) Write the quadratic equation 
2

2

5 7
3

p
p


   in the standard form.  Find the

value of discriminant write the nature of it’s roots.
iii) One card is drawn from a well - shuffled pack of 52 cards.

Find the probability of getting.
i) The jack of heart
ii) A spade
iii) The queen of diamond

iv) For an A.P. 
1 1 1, ,
6 4 3  ......find t20 and s10
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Q.4 Solve the following subquestions (Any Two) 08
i) One person pays <. 405 as bus fare for three adults from place A to place B and

one adult from place A to place C.

Another person pays <. 620 as bus fare for two adults from place A to place B and
three adults from place A to place C.
Find the bus fare for places A and B and between places A and C.

ii) The sum of the squares of two consective even natural numbers is 100 find the
numbers?

iii) A sum of <. 6240 is paid of f in 30 instalments such that each instalment is <. 10

more than the preceding instalment calculate the value of the 1st instalment.
Q.5 Solve any one subquestions of following 03
i) A pair of fair dice each face number as -3, -2, -9, 1, 2, 3 are thrown find

probability of the following events
a] Sum of the numbers on their upper faces is zero
b] The product of the numbers on their upper faces is a positive integer.

ii) AB is a segment.  The point P is on the perpendicular bisector of segment
AB such that AP is double that of AB.  If perimeter of ABP is 35cm.
Find the sides of ABP..
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 3

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1 A) i] C ii] A iii] D iv]

B) i] x = 3 ii] Common difference = 6

iii] S = {HH, HT, TH, TT} iv] 23 10 7 0x x  
Q.2 B) i] y = 3, x = 3

ii] 32

iii] 2 4 0x x 
iv] i) 2(x+y) = 40

     ii) 2x + 3y = 5400

v]   1
2

P A 

Q.3 B) i] 225 three digit numbers

ii] 22P2 + op + 5 = 0, - 440, No real roots.

iii]     i]   1
52

P A     ii]   1
4

P B                iii]   1
52

P C 

iv] 20 10
7 65,
4 12

t s 

Q.4 i) The bus fare for place A and B is Rs. 85 and between place A to C is Rs 150

ii) 6 and 8

iii) The first instalments Rs. 63

Q.5 i) p = 11, q = 3

ii) The sides of ABP  are 7cm,  14cm and 14cm.
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep
S.S.C. March 2020 - 21

Model Activity Sheet No. 4
Subject - Mathematical - Part - I

   Std. - X        Marks- 40
       Time-2 Hrs.

Instruction -
i.  All questions are compulsory.
ii.  Use of calculator is not allowed
iii.  Figures to the right of questions indicate full marks.
iv.  Assessment will be done for the first attempted answer to MCQ (Q.I.A)
v.  (V) Write the correct alternative letter [(A), (B), (C), or (D) only for MCQ.]

Q.1-A] Choose the correct alternative for each of the following  subquestions: 04

i) For an given A.P. a = 3.5,  d = 0,  n = 101,  then tn = ......

a) 0 b) 103.5 c) 3.5 d) 104.5

ii) If (x - 5) (x + 1) = 0, then what are the values of x?

a) x = 5, -1 b) x = -5, 1 c) x = 5, 1 d) x = -5, -1

iii) Which number cannot represent a probability of any event?

a) 
2
3 b) 1.5 c) 15% d) 0.7

iv) In an A.P. 5, 1, -3, -7 ......values of ‘a’ and ‘d’ are.........

a) a = 5, d = 1 b) a = 5, d = -4 c) a = -5, d = 4 d) a = -4, d = 5

Q.1 B] Solve the following subquestions. 04

i) If 99x + 101y = 499 and 101x + 99y = 501, find the value of x + y.

ii) Find the quadratic equation in the variable x whose roots are 2 and 5.

iii) Find the value of the discriminant of the equation x2 + 10x - 7 = 0.

iv) Write sample space ‘S’ for random experiment one coin and one die are thrown

simultaneously.

Q.2A) Complete any two of the following activities. 04

i) Fill in the gaps and complete the following activity.
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Quadratic equation
ax  + bx + c = 0 2

b  - 4ac = 5
b  - 4ac = - 5

2

2 Nature of roots

ii) Complete the following table to draw graph of the equation.

x + y = 3.

x

y

(x, y)

3

(3, 0)

5 3

(0, 3)

iii) Complete the following acitivity to find the sum of all odd numbers from 1 to 150.

Solution : Here, 1, 3, 5, 7,......, 149 are the odd numbers from 1 to 150.

This squence is an A.P.

1, , 75a d n   

 2 1
2n
nS a n d    

75S 

75 150S  

75S 

Q.2 B] Solve any four of the following sub-questions. 08

i) Solve the quadratic equations by factorisation method.
2 15 54 0x x  

ii] Find the 24th term of an A.P. 12, 16, 20, 24,......

iii] A box contains 5 strawberry chocolates, 6 coffee chocolates and 2 peppermint

chocolates.  Find the probability of each of the following events, if one of the

chocolates is picked from the box at random.
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a) it is a coffee chocolate. b) it is a peppermint chocolate.
iv] Solve.  15x + 17y = 21;  17x + 15y = 11
v] Which term of the following A.P. is 560?

2, 11, 20, 29,.........
Q.3A] Complete any one of the following activity. 03
i) A two digit number and the number with digits interchanged add up to 143.  In the

given number the digit in unit’s place is 3 more than the digit in the ten’s place. To
find the original number. Complete the following activity

Soln. : Let the digit in unit’s place is x and that in the ten’s place is y.
  the number = 10y + x
the number obtained by interchanging
the digits = 10x + y
According to 1st condition

10 143y x   

11 11 143x y  

 .....x y i 

From the second condition,

digit in unit’s place = digit in the ten’s place + 3
3x  

 3.......x y ii  

Adding equations (i) and (ii)
2x 

x = 8

Putting this value of  x in equation (i)

x + y = 13

8 + y = 13
y 

The original number is 10y + x =  + 8 = 58
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ii] Complete the following activity.
Activity : There are some instructions given below.  Frame the equation from the
information and write them in the blank boxes shown by arrows.

              

Sarthak’s age is less by 8
than double the age of Sakshi

I am 
Sarthak

my Present 
age is x years.

My Present
age is y years.

I am
Sakshi4 years ageo

Sakshi’s age was
3 years less than 
Sarthak’s age at
that time. 

The sum of present 
ages of Sarthak 
and Sakshi is 25.

Q.3 B] Solve any two following sub - questions. 06

i) Solve the following simultaneous equation by graphical method.

 x + y = 0;  2x - y = 9

ii) Sum of the present ages of Manish and Savita is 31. Manish’s age 3 years ago was

4 times the age of Savita.  Find their present ages.
iii) Solve. (2x + 3)2 = 25
iv) How many natural numbers from 10 to 250 which are divisible by 4?
Q.4 Solve any two of the following sub-questions 08
i) The roots of the following quadratic equation are real and equal, find k.

kx (x - 2) + 6 = 0
ii) What is the probability that a leap year has 53 sundays?
iii) Solve the following simultaneous equation graphically.

x + 2y = -1 ; 2x - 3y = 12
Q.5 Solve any one of the following subquestions 03
i) Solve the following simultaneous equations:

     2 2 0m x y n x y m mn n      
     2 2 0m x y m x y m mn n      

Here, m and n are constants.
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 4

Sub - Maths Paper - I

Q.1 A) i] C ii] A iii] B iv] B
B) i] x + y = 5 ii] x2 - 7x + 10 = 0

iii] 128 
iv] S = {(H, 1), (H, 3), (H, 4), (H, 5), (H, 6), (T, 1), (T, 2), (T, 3),
(T, 4), (T, 5), (T, 6)}

Q.2 A)
B) i] x = 6, 9

ii] t24 = 104

iii] a) 
6

13 b) 
2

13
iv] (x, y) = (-2, 3) is the solution.
v] 63rd term of given A.P. is 560.

Q.3 A)
B) i]

ii] The present ages of Manish and Savita are 23 years and 8 years
    respectively

iii] x =  - 4, 1
iv] 60

Q.4 i) k = 6 ii)
2
7

Q.5 i)      2 2 / /x m n m n and y mn m n    
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Instruction -
i] All questions are compulsory.
ii] Use of a calculator is prohibited.
iii] Draw diagram if necessary.
iv] Numbers to the right indicate full marks.
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Question Paper No. - 1

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1 A] Choose the correct alternative from the option given and write the correct

option letter. 4

i] Height and base of a right angled triangle are of length 24cm and 18cm find the

length of it’s hypotenuse.

A] 24 cm B] 30 cm

C] 15 cm D] 18 cm

ii] If two circles are touching internally, how many common tangents can be drawn to

them?

A] One B] Two

C] Three D] Four

iii] 1 + cot2   = ..........

A] 2tan  B] 2sec 
C] 2cosec  D] 2cos 

iv] Distance of point (-3, 4) from the origin is ......

A] 7 B] 1
C] 5 D] -5
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Q.1 B]  Solve the following subquestion : 4

i] TP and TQ are two tangents to a circle with centre O.  If TP = 12 cm, then what is

the length of TQ?

ii] In the adjoining figure, AP   BC and AD|| BC,

then find    :A ABC A BCD 

iii] If sin 
2
5

  ,  then find the value of cosec .

iv] In 0 0, 90 , 30PQR Q P    

and  PR = 12, then find PQ and QR.

Q.2 A] Complete any two of the following activity. 04

i] In figure, chords PQ and RS intersect at T.

prove that :    1
2

STQ m arc PR m arc SQ    

for any measure of STQ . Complet the following activity..

....STQ SPQ   (exterior angle theorem of a triangle)

 1 .....
2

m arc SQ   (inscribed angle theorem)

 1
2

 

ii] Complete the following activity and find the value of 2
2

66 tan
cos






2 2
2 2

6 16 tan 6 tan
cos cos

 
 

      

2 1tan ......
cos

 
     

 
 

6

A D

B
P

C

T

P S

R Q

300

P

Q R

12
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= 

iii]    ~ , 16, 25,ABC PQR A ABC A PQR       then complete the activity to

find value of the ratio 
AB
PQ

Since, ~ABC PQR  .

   
2

2 ......
A ABC AB
A PQR PQ


 



2

2
AB
PQ

 

.......AB
PQ

    (taking square root)

B] Solve any four subquestions of the following. 3

i]  MRPN is a cyclic    0 05 13 , 4 4R x N x      .  Find measures of

R and N  .

 ii] Draw a circle of radius 3.5cm.  Draw a tangent to the circle at any point on it.

iii] Find the distance between the points P(-1, 1) and Q (5, -7).

iv] In 0, 90 , seg QN seg PR.PQR Q   

PN = 9,  NR = 16,  find QN.

v] Draw a circle with radius 4.1 cm. Draw a chord MN of length 5.7 cm in it.  Con-

struct tangents at point M and N to the circle.

Q.3A] Complete any one of the following activity. 3

i] For finding AB and AC with the help of information

given in figure.  Complete the following activity.

AB = BC ..........

BAC BCA    0 (Acute angle of isoscles right angled triangle)

AB BC AC   

                   8 

P

Q

N

R

A

BC

8
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                   2 2 

        AB BC  

ii] In the figure, seg RS is a diameter of the circle with centre O.

Point T lies in the exterior of the circle.  To prove that

RTS  is an acute angle.  Complete the  following activity..

Let seg RT interesect circle at point M.

Draw seg MS.

 Proof : seg RS is a  of the circle with

centre O ...........(given)

and point M is on the circle ...........(construction)

arc RMS is a

RMS    ....(Angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle)....(1)

RM S  is the  of .MTS

   ..... ...... 2RMS T  

   .. .......... 1 2T from and 

T  is an acute angle.

i.e. RTS  is an acute angle.

B] Solve any two subquestions of the following 6

i] ΔABC~ΔLMN.  In ΔABC, AB = 5.5cm, BC = 6 cm, CA = 4.5 cm  construct

5ΔABC  and  LMN  = such that 
4

BC
MN

  .

ii] Prove that : If a line parallel to a side of a triangle intersects the remaining sides in

two distinct points, then the line divides the sides in the same proportion.

iii] Show that the points (2, 0), (-2, 0) and (0, 2) are the vertices of triangle.  Also, write

the type of triangle with reason.

O
R S

T

O
R S

T
M
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Q.4 Solve any two subquestions of the following. 8

i] If 
13sec ,
12

   then find the values of other trigonometric ratios.

ii] Show that the points P(1, -2), Q (5, 2), R (3, -1) and S (-1, -5) are the vertices of

a parallelogram.

iii] In the figure, ΔADB and  CDB  are on the

same base DB.  If AC and BD interesct at

point ‘O’, then prove that 
 
 

A ΔADB AO
A CDB CO




Q.5 Solve any one subquestion of the following. 3

i) In the figure, in ,ABC  point D on

side BC is such that, BAC ADC  .

Prove that, 2CA CB CD  .

ii) In the isosceles PQR , vertical 050P  .  The circle passing through Q and R

intersects PQ in S and PR in T.  ST is joined.  find PST .

500

P

S T

Q R

A

D

C

BN O
M

A

B D C
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 1

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1A) i]  B

ii]  A

iii] C

iv] C

B) i] We know that, tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are congruent.

TP TQ 

But TP = 12 cm ...... (given)

12TQ cm 

ii] ABC and BCD   have same base BC.

Hence the distance between the two parallel lines is the height of the triangles.

Distance between the two parallel lines is the height of the triangles.  Distance

between parallel lines is constant.

ABC and BCD   have equal heights.

   ....A ABC A BCD     (Areas of two triangles of equal bases and

heights are equal)

 
 

1
1

A ABC
A BCD


 



   A ABC : BCD 1:1   

iii] 
2sin
5

 

But 
1cosec

sin





A D

P CB
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1cosec 2
5

 

5cosec
2

 

iv] In 0 0, 90 , 30 .PQR Q P    
060 .....R   (remaining angle of triangle)

0 0 030 60 90By    triangle theorem.

 03 ...... 60
2

PQ PR Side opposite to  

 3 12 ...... 12
2

PQ PR cm   

6 3PQ cm 

1
2

QR PR     ......(Side opposite to 300)

1 12
2

QR  

6QR cm 

Q.2 A) i] In the figure, chords PQ and RS intersect at T.

Prove that :    1
2

STQ m arc PR m arc SQ    

......STQ SPQ PST       (exterior angle theorem of a triangle)

              1 1
2 2

m arc SQ m arc PR 

   1
2

STQ m arc SQ m arc PR    

ii]
2 2

2 2

6 16 tan 6 tan
cos cos
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2 2 16 tan sec ...... sec
cos

 
     

 
  



6 1    ......  2 21 tan sec  

=  -6
iii] Since, ~ABC PQR 

 
2

2 .....
A ABC AB
A PQR PQ


  theorem of areas of similar triangles

2

2

16
25

AB
PQ

 

4 ......
5

AB
PQ

   (taking square root).

B] i]   MRPN is a cyclic.   ......... (given)

  by theorem of cyclic quadrilateral.
0180R N  

   0 0 05 13 4 4 180x x    

5 13 4 4 180x x    

9 9 180x  

9 180 9x  

9 189x 

189
9

x 

 x = 21

5 13 5 21 13 105 13 92R x         
092R  

and 4 4 4 21 4 84 4 88N x        
088N 
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ii] O

B

C

A

D

3.5
 cm

iii]  Suppose coordinates of point P are (x1, y1) and of point Q are (x2, y2).

1 1 2 21, 1, 5 7x y x and y      

By distance formula,

   2 2
2 1 2 1PQ x x y y   

           225 1 7 1         

   2 25 1 7 1PQ     

        226 8  

       36 64 

       100

       = 10

  Distance between points P and Q is 10.

iv] In 0, 90 , .....( )PQR Q seg QN seg PR given   

  By property of geometric mean.
2QN PN NR 
2 9 16QN  
2 144QN 

QN = 12 .....(taking square root)
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v]
5.7cm

4.1cm

M N

O

Q.3 A) i] AB  =  BC  ....... (  given  )
045 .....BAC BCA    (Acute angles of isosceles right angled triangle)

1AB = BC =
2

AC 

                   
1= 8
2



                   
1= 2 2
2



2AB BC  

ii] Proof : seg Rs is a diameter  of the

circle with centre O. .............(given)

and point M is on the circle. .........(construction)

arc RMS  is a Semicircle
RMS   900  ....(Angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle).......(1)

RMS  is the exterior angle   of MTS

O
R S

T
M
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RMS T    Property of exterior angle of a triangle(                                                                      ).....(2)

T  900  ......... (from (1) and (2))

T  is an acute angle

i.e. RTS  is an acute angle.

B) i] ~ .ABC LMN 

.....AB BC AC
LM MN LN

    (Corresponding sides of similar triangles are in

               proportion)

5.5 6 4.5 5 5......
4 4

BC
LM MN LN MN

      
 


5.5 5
4LM

  6 5
4MN


4.5 5

4LN


5.5 4
5

LM 
  6 4

5
MN 

 
4.5 4

5
LM 

 

1.1 4LM   24
5

MN 
18
5

LN 

4.4LM cm  4.8MN cm  3.6LN cm 

5.5
cm

4.5 cm

6 cmB C

A

4.4
cm

3.6 cm

4.8 cm
M N

L
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ii) Given : In ||ABC line l BC

and line l intersects sides AB and

AC in point P and Q respectively.

To prove : 
AP AQ
PB QC



Construction : Draw seg PC and seg BQ.

Proof : APQ and PQB    have equal heights.

 
   .........

A APQ AP I
A PQB PB


 

  (areas proportionate to bases)

and 
 
   .........

A APQ AQ II
A PQC QC




  (areas proportionate to bases)

seg PQ is common base of PQB and PQC .

seg PQ || seg BC, hence PQB  and PQC  have equal heights.

     ......A PQB A PQC III   

 
 

 
       ..... ,

A APQ A APQ
from I II and III

A PQB A PQC
 

     

   .....AP AQ from I and II
PB QC

    

iii)Let A(2, 0), B (-2, 0) and C (0, 2).

By distance formula,

         2 2 2 22 2 0 0 2 2 4 4 ........... 1AB           

       2 2 2 22 0 0 2 2 2BC                            ............(2)

      4 4 8 2 2   

     2 2 222 0 0 2 2 2AC                               ............(3)

from (1), (2) and (3),

A

B C

P Q l
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AB + BC > AC, BC + AC > AB and AB + AC > BC.

  A (2, 0), B (-2, 0) and C (0, 2) are the vertices of triangle.

Now  2 24 16 ........... 4AB  

and    2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 2BC AC      

= 8 + 8 = 16   ..........(5)

  From (4) and (5),
2 2 2AB BC AC 

  By converse of pythagoras theorem, (2, 0), (-2, 0) and (0, 2) are the vertices

of right angled triangle.

Also, 2 2BC AC 
  It is an isosceles right angled triangle.

Q.4 ) i]  13sec ........ .
12

given 

2 21 tan sec  
2 21 tan sec   

2
2 13tan

12
     

 

2 169tan 1
144

  

2 169 144tan
144

 
 

2 25tan
144

 

5tan
12

  ......(taking square root)

1 1 12cot 5tan 512
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12cot
5

 

1 1 12cos 13sec 1312



  

12cos
13

 

2 2sin cos 1  
2

2 12sin 1
13

     
 

2 144sin 1
169

  

2 169 144sin
169

 
 

2 25sin
169

 

5sin ......
13

   (taking square root)

1 1 13cosec 5sin 513



  

13cosec
5

 

5 12 12 5tan , cot , cos ,sin
12 5 13 13

         and

13cosec
5
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ii) P (1, -2), Q (5, 2), R (3, -1) and S (-1, -5). are given vertices of quadrilateral

By distance formula,

    225 1 2 2PQ       

      2 24 4 

      16 16 

      32

      16 2 

      4 2 ...........(1)

   2 23 5 1 2QR     

       =    2 22 3  

         4 9 

   13QR   ..........(2)

RS =     221, 3 5 1       

        2 24 4   

     16 16 

     32

4 2RS           ........(3)

    221 1 5 2PS         

  =    2 22 3  

 4 9 

 13PS           .........(4)
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In  PQRS

PQ = RS ........(from (1) and (3))

QR = PS ........(from (2) and (4))

PQRS  is s parallelogram ........(a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, if

both the pairs of its opposite sides are congruent).
 P(1,-2), Q (5, 2) , R (3, -1) and S (-1, -5) are the vertices of a

parallelogram.

iii) ADB and CDB   are on the same base DB.

The ratio of the areas of two triangles having the same

base is equal to the ratio of their corresponding heights.

seg AN is the height of ADB  and seg CM is the hight of CDB

 
   ...... 1

A ADB AN
A CDB CM


 



In right angled triangles, ,ANO and CMO 

........ANO CMO   (each 900)

........AON COM   (Vertically opposite angles)

~ANO CMO  .......... (AA test for similarity)

AN AO
CM CO

    .........(c.s.s.t) .......(2)

  from (1)  and  (2),

 
 

A ADB AO
A CDB CO


 



Q.5 i) In ,BAC and ADC 

 .......BAC ADC given  

 .......ACB DCA common angle  

 .......BAC ADC AAtest of similarity 
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CA CB
CD CA

  ......(Corresponding sides of similar triangles are in proportion)

2CA CB CD  

ii] PQR  is an isosceles triangle.

......Q R    (base angles of an isosceles triangle) .......(1)
0180P Q R      .....(Angles of a triangle) .......(2)

0 050 180R R    ......(from (1) and (2))
0 02 180 50R   
02 130R  

0130
2

R  

065R   ..........(3)

 QRTS is a cyclic quadrilateral.

By the exterior angle theorem of cyclic quadrilatoral,

PST R  
065PST  .......(from (3))
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4. If necessary draw figure to justify your answer.
5. Construction marks should distinct.  Do not erase them.
6. For all multiple choice question (Q. 1A) Marks will be given only to the first

attempt.
7. While solving multiple choice questions. write the number of the subquestion and

write the correct alternative in front of it (A, B, C, D)

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha Satara.
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Question Paper No. - 2

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1 A ) Select the correct alternative and write it.  Marks will be given only to the

first attempt. 4

i) If ~ABC DEF   then 
......

.....
AB CA
DE EF

 

A] AD, BE B] AC, BD

C] BC, FD D] BC, DF

ii) In right angled triangle length of sides making right angle are 6cm and 8cm.  Find the

length of  hypotenuse.

A) B)

C) D)

iii) Out of the following point .............lies to the left of the origin on X-axis

A) (-2, 0) B) (0, 2)

C) (2, 3) D) (2, 0)
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iv) sin .cos ?ec  

A) 1 B) 0

C) 
1
2 D) 2

Q.1B] Solve the following examples. 4

i) Seg AB is diameter of circle with centre P.  If A (2, -3),  B (-6, 3) Find co-ordinates

of point P.

ii) In MNT , 090 ,MNT   seg MQ   seg MT, M - Q - T Prove that
2MN MT MQ 

iii) Draw perpendicular bisector of segment of length 7cm.

iv) In figure ABC PQR 
Find a) ?C 

b) ?A 
Q.2 A) Complete the following Activity (Any Two) 4

i)
sin
cos


 ,          2 2sin cos  

ii) If ~ , : 2 : 3ABC PQR AB PQ    then

 
2

23
A ABC AB
A PQR


  



iii) Find distance between point A (2, 3), B(4, 1)

Let 1 1 2 22, 3, 4, 1x y x y   

     2 2
2 1 2 1,d A B x x y y   

       2 24 1   

     22  2

     4 4  

     2 2

A

B C

P

Q R600
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Q.2 B)  Solve any four sub questions. 8

i) Breadth of rectangle is 11cm and its hypotenuse is 61cm.  Find length of rectangle.

ii) Draw any circle.  Take any point A on it and construct tangent at A.

iii) In figure QRS  is an equilateral

triangle find measure of  arc QS

iv) Find the co-ordinates of point P if

P is the midpoint of a line segment

AB with A (-4, 2) and B (6, 2)

v) If sec 
25
7

   find value of tan .

Q.3 A) Complete any one following activities. 3

i) In figure chord AB and chord CD

intersects each other at point M.

If CA = CM prove that BM = BD

Proof - CA =   Given

CMA     vertically opposite angles sides ......(1)

CMA BMD    .........(2)

. .CAB is CAM i e MDB    Angles inscribed in same arc ..........(3)

From (1), (2) and (3)

BMD 

BD BM  .  = 

ii) In figure seg PQ || seg DE,

seg QR || seg EF

Fill in the blanks to prove that seg PR || seg DF

Proof.  In , || ..........XDE PQ DE Given

Q

R S

M

A

B
D

C

D

E F

P

Q R
X
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 ......XP I
QE

  Basic proportionality theorem

In , || ..........XEF QR EF Given

 ........XQ II
EQ

 Basic proportionality theorem

   XR from I and II
RF

|| .......seg PR seg DF  converse of besic propertionality theorem

B] Solve any two out of four subquestions 6

i] When two triangles are similar, the ratio of areas of those triangles is equal to the

ratio of the squares of their corresponding sides.

ii] A line perperndicular to a radius at its end point on the circle is a tangent to the

circle.

iii] Prove that.
2 2 2 2sec cosec sec cosecx    

iv] Eliminate  , if

x = a sec ,            y = b tan

Q.4 Solve any two out of three subquestions. 8

i) In ABC .  If seg AD  side BC Prove that
2 2 2 2AB CD BD AC  

           

A

B D C
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ii)

O

A B
C

E

P

D

Two circles with centre O and P intersect each other in point C and D.  Chord AB

of the circle with centre O touches the circle with centre P in point E Prove that
0180ADE BCE   

iii) PQR  is equilateral triangle of side 6cm 
2~
3

ABABC PQR and
PQ

   .

construct ABC
Q.5 Solve any one of the following 3

i) Verify the points P(-2, 2), Q (2, 2) and R (2, 7) are vertices of a right angled

triangle.

ii) Points A, B and C are centres of externally touching circles.  If AB = 3cm, BC =

3cm and CA = 4 cm.  Find radius of each circle.
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 2

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1 A) i] C ii] D

iii] A iv] A

B) i] (-2, 0) ii] 8 cm iv] 6

Q.2 A)

B) i] 60 ii] 1200

iv] 577.5 cm2 v] 24/7

Q.3 A)

B)

Q.5 i]

ii] 2cm, 1cm, 2cm
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       Time-2 Hrs.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep
S.S.C. March 2020 - 21

Model Activity Sheet No. 3
Subject - Mathematical - Part - II

Instruction -
i] All questions are compulsory.
ii] Use of calculator in not allowed.
iii] The numbers to the right of the questions indicate full marks.
iv] In case of MCQ’s [Q.No.1 (A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and

will be given credit.
v] For every MCQ, the correct alternative (A), (B), (C) or (D) infront of sub-

question number is to be written as an answer.
vi] Draw proper figures for answers wherever necessary.
vii] The marks of construction should be clear and distinct.  Do not erase them.
viii] Diagram is essential for writing the proof of the theorem.

Q.1-A] Four alternative answers are given for every sub - question.  Select the

correct alternative and write the alphabet of that answer. 4

i) Diagonal of the square is 18cm then length of it’s side is.........cm

A) 9
2 B) 9 2 C) 9 D) 18 2

ii) In ,ABC  060m B  , 090m A  , 030m C   and AB = 8cm. length of BC

is ........cm

A) 16 B) 8 3
C) 16 3 D) 8

iii) If  x and y co-ordinate of the points have same sign then those points lie in ..........

A) First and second quadrant B) Second and third quadrant

C) First and third quadrant D) First and forth quadrant

iv) If a radius of circle is 8cm then ..........cm is the of largest chord of that circle.

A)  8 cm B) 10cm

C) 16cm D) 4cm
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Q.1 B] Solve the following questions. 4

i) Observe the triplet (5, 12, 13) state wheather it is pythagorean triplet or not.

ii) Two circles have radii 5cm and 4.8 cm touch each other externally.  Find the

distance between their centers.

iii) If height of right angled triangle ABC is 6cm and base is 8cm find it’s area.

iv) A P B6 10

Find ratio of 
AP
PB  in simplest form.

Q.2A) Complete and write the following activities (any two) : 4

i) If height of equilatral triangle is 12 cm find permeter of triangle.

ii) In the figure, A - D - C and B - E - C

seg DE || side AB.  If AD = 5,  DC = 3,

BC = 6.4 then find BE.

Solution: In ,ABC

seg DE || side AB..........(given)

  by basic proportionality theorem,

EC
DA BE



3 6.4
5

x
x


 

3 5x x  

32 

iii) In ABC
DE || BC and

3 5.6 .
5

AD ifAC find AE
DB

 

A

B E

B C

A

B E C

D
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Q.2 B] Solve the following sub-questions (Any Four) 8

i) Draw a circle with radius 3cm.  Construct tanqents to the circle from a point at a

distance 6.5 cm from the centre.

ii) Find the point on the X-axis which is equidistant from (2, -5) and (-2, 9)

iii) A metallic sphere of radius 4.2 cm.  is melted and recast into the shape of cylinder of

radius 6cm.  Find height of the cylinder.

iv] Two poles of height 6m and 11m stand on a plane ground.  If a distance between the

feet of the poles is 12m.  Find the distance between their tops.

v] Prove that,

sec cos tan .sin .    

Q.3A] Complete and write the following activities (Any One) 3

i)

C

A B

D

O

In the given figure, seg AB is a diameter of a circle with centre O.  The
bisector of ACB  intersects the circle at point D.  Prove that, seg
AD seg BD .  Complete the following proof by filling in the blanks.
Proof : Draw seg OD

ACB  0 (angle inscribed in semicircle)

DCB   (CD is bisector of C )
m (are DB) =  ......(Inscribed angle theorem)

DOB   ...... (defination of measure of an arc) (I)
Seg OA   Seg OB........   (II)
 line OD is   of seg AB ......from (I)
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Seg AD Seg BD 

ii) Prove that,
Cot   + tan   = cosec    sec  by completing the following activity..
L.H.S. = Cot   + tan 

=
cos
sin cos


 

=  
sin cos


 

 ...... 2 2sin cos 1     

= sin cos 

=
1

sin




= cossec sec 

= R. H. S.
cot tan cosec sec      

iii] If 2 2

12 2sin costan
13 cos sin

evaluate  
 





Q.3B] Solve any two of the following subquestions. 06
i) Show that A (4, -1), B(6, 0), C(7, -2) and D(5, -3) are vertices of a square.
ii) In ,PQR ST  is a line segment such that,

PS PT
SQ TR



And PST PRQ  

Then prove that PQR  is an isosceles triangle.
iii) Construct a circle of any radius.  Take any point P on it.  Construct a

tangent to the circle without using centre of the circle.

P

S T

Q R
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Q.4 Solve any two of the following subquestions 08
i) Prove that,

cos sin 1 cosec cot
cos sin 1

A A A A
A A
 

 
 

ii) A circle is touching the side BC of ABC
at P and touching AB and AC produced
at Q and R respectively .  Prove that,

1
2

AQ   (Perimeter of ABC )

iii) Prove that, the tangent drawn at the mid point of an arc of a circle is parallel to the
chord joining the end points of the arc.

Q.5 Solve any one of the following subquestions. 03
i) Prove that, In a right angled triangle, the square of the hypoteneous is

equal to the sum of the squares of remaining two sides.
ii) if A (5, 2) B (2, -2) and C (-2, t) are the vertices of right angled triangle

with 090B   then find value of t.

C(-2, t)

A(5, 2) B(2, -2)

A

3 P C
Q R
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 3

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1 A) i] B ii] A

iii] C iv] C

B) i] yes - converse of pythagonu converse

ii] 9.8

iii] 24 cm2

iv] 3:5

Q.2 A) iii] AE = 2.1 cm

B) i] Draw a circle.

Draw tanqents.

ii] (-7, 0)

iii] 2.74 cm

iv] 13 cm

v] Prove.

Q.5) ii] t = 1
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Model Activity Sheet No. 4
Subject - Mathematical - Part - II

   Std. - X        Marks- 40
       Time-2 Hrs.

Instruction -
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. Use of calculator is not allowed
3. Total marks are shown on the right side of the question.
4. If necessary draw the figure to justify your answer.
5. Construction marks should distinct.  Do not erase them.
6. For all multiple choice question (Q-1A) make will be given only to the first

attempt.
7. While solving multiple choice questions, write the number of the subquestion

and write the correct alternative in front of it (A, B, C, D)

Q.1-A] Choose the correct alternative. 4

i) Find side of a square if it’s diagonal is 16cm.

A] 32cm B] 16cm

C] 16cm D] 64cm

ii) If two circles are touching internally.  How many common tangents of them can be

drawn?

A] Two B] Three

C] One D] Four

iii) If ABC PQR   are equilateral triangles,    : 2 : 3A ABC A PQR  

If AB = 6 then what is length of PQ?

A] 6 B]

C] 6 D] 9

iv) The number of tangents that cane be drawn to a circle at a point on the circle

is.........
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A] 3 B] 2

C] 1 D] 0

Q.1 B] Solve following subquestions. 04

i) Are two triangles in given figure similar, According to the information given

If yes, by which test?

 

P

M N
10

6

WV

3

U

5

ii) In the adjoining figure the radius of a circle with

centre C is 6cm. Line AB is tangent at point A.

d (A, B) = 6cm.  Find d (B,C).

iii) A side of an isosceles right angled triangle is x.  Find its hypotenuse.

iv) Find the distance of point D (-3, 4) from the origin.

Q.2A) Complete following activities. (Any Two) 04

i) Complete the construction with help of steps.

i] Draw circle of radius 4.1cm.  Take its centre as V.

ii] Draw segment UV = 7.3cm

iii] Draw perpendicular bisector to UV and name point of intersection as M.

iv] Draw circle with centre M and VM as radius.

ii) Complete the activity in rations by given delations.

i] 
sin
cos



  

ii]  sin cos 90 

iii]  sec cos 90ec 

C

A B
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iv]  tan tan 90   

iii) With the given information in along side figure complete the following

“Angle inscribed in the same arc are congruent.”

Given :   PQR  and PSR are inscribed in the same arc.

Arc PTR is intercepted by the angles.

To prove : PQR PSR 

Proof : m PQR = m (arc PTR)...........(1) 

m  = 
1
2   m (arc PTR) ................(2)  

m  = mPSR  (from equation 1 and 2)

mPQR = m  PSR (Angle equal in measure are congruent)
PQR   PSR

Q.2 B] Solve following subquestions. (Any Four) 08

i) In the given figure seg BC  seg AB,

 seg AD  seg AB, BC = 4, AD = 8, then find

  A B

C

D

ii) In RST, S = 900, T = 300, RT = 12cm, then find seg RS and seg ST..

iii) In given figure, m (arc NS) = 1250, m (arc EF) = 370, Find the m NMS.

N

S
M

E
F

C

O
S

P
T

R
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iv) If P (-2, -5), Q (4, 3) and point D divides seg PQ internally in the ratio 3:4 then find

co-ordinates of point D.

v) In given figure, point G, D, E, F are concyclic points of a circle

With centre C, m (arc DGF) = 200

Find m (arc DE) m (arc DEF).

Q.3A] Complete following activity. (Any One) 3

i) Using trigonometric identities complete the activity.

cot2  - tan2  = cosec2  - sec2 .

L. H. S. = cot2  - tan2

= (            -1) - (            -1)
=               -1 -                + 1
=               -             
=  R. H. S.

ii) To find the distance between R (-3a, a) and S (a, -2a) use distance formula

Let, R (x1, y1) = (-3a , a) and S (x2, y2) = (a, -2a)

By using distance formula.

d (R, S) =    2 2
2 1 2 1x x y y  

  2
3a a     

 23a a  

 24a 

216a 



D
C G

F
E
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d (R, S) = 

Q.3 B] Solve following subquestions. (Any Two) 6

i) Prove that; “If a line parallel to a side of a triangle intersects the remaining sides in

two distinct points then that line divides the sides in the equal proportion.”

ii) In the given figure, M is the

midpoint of QR.

Prove that, PQ2 = 4PM2 - 3PR2

iii) 0, 6.3 , 50AMT AHE AMT AM cm TAM     

75.6
5

AMAT cm and then construct AHE
AM

  

iv) Prove that , “In a right angled triangle if the alltitude is drawn to the hypotenuse then

the two triangles formed are similar to the original triangle and to each other”.

Q.4 Solve following subquestions. (Any Two) 8

i) If the area of two similar triangles are equal, then prove that they are congruent.

ii) With the given information in fig  seg AD  side BC,

seg BE  side AC, seg CF  side AB.

Point O is the orthocentre.  Prove that,

point O is the incentre of DEF..

iii) If 3 tan 3sin 0and     then find the value of 2 2sin cos  .

Q.5 Solve following subquestions. (Any One) 3

i) Two triangles are similar, the lengths of the sides of the smaller triangle are 4cm.

5cm and 6cm respectively.  The perimetre of the larger triangle is 90cm then find the

length of sides of larger triangle.

ii) Find the type of quadrilateral if points A(-4, -2), B (-3, -7), C(3, -2) and D (2, 3)

are joined serially.

P

R QM

A

E
F

B D C

O
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Model Answer Paper with Marking Scheme
Question Paper No. - 4

Sub - Maths Paper - II

Q.1 A) i] C ii] A iii] D iv] B

B) i] yes S - A - S test

ii] 6 2 cm

iii] 2x cm

iv] 5 Units

Q.2 B) i] 1 : 2

ii] 6cm, 6 3 cm

iii] a) b) NMS

iv] 
4 11,
7 7

 
 
 

v]  900, 1600

Q.4) iii] 2 2 1sin cos
3

  

Q.5) i) The length of sides of larger triangle is 24cm,  30cm  & 36cm.

ii) Parallelogram
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Instruction -
i] All questions are compulsory.
ii] Use of a calculator is not allowed.
iii] The numbers to the right of the questions indicate full marks.
iv] In case of MCQs [Q.No. 1 (A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and

will be given credit.
v] Scientifically correct, labelled diagrams should be drawn whenever necessary.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep
S.S.C. March 2020 - 21

Model Activity Sheet No. 1
Subject - Science and Technology - Part IStd. - X       Marks- 40

    Time-2 Hrs.

Q.1 A] Write the correct alternative . 5

i] The electronic configuration of an element M is 2, 8, 4. In Modern periodic table,

the element M is placed in ............. group.

A]  4th B] 2nd C]  14th D]  18th

ii] When water boils and is converted into steam, then .............

A] heat is taken in and temperature remains constant.

B] heat is taken in and temperature rises.

C] heat is given out and temperature lowers.

D) heat is given out and temperature remains the same.

iii] When a planet orbits the sun, one of the foci of the elliptical orbit is ...........

A] The axis B] The satellite C] The centre D] The sun

iv] The power P of a lens is given by the relation, where focal length is measured in

meter.

A] 
1

2
P

f
 B] 2

fP  C] 
1P
f

 D]  P = f
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v] The IUPAC name of 3 2 2CH CH CH CH  is.........

A] 3 - Butene B] Prop - 1 - ene

C] But - 1- ene D] Butyne

Q.1 B]  Answer the following . 5

i] Find the odd one out :

Loud speaker, microphone, electric motor, magnet

ii] Complete the correlation :

INSAT : Weather satellite :: IRNSS: ..............

iii]   0 23 1000
2Calcination

C
Al OH B H O 

The name of product B is .......

iv] Match the columns :

Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’

The refractive index of alcohol a] 1.33

b] 1.36

c] 1.39

v] Name the substance whose presence changes, the rate of a chemical reaction

without causing any chemical change to it.

Q.2 A] Give scientific reasons (Any Two) . 04

i] The sun is seen on the horizon a little before sunrise .

ii] The tendency to gain electrons change as we go from left to right across a period.

iii] The value of g is zero at the centre of the earth.

B] Answer the following (Any Three) . 06

i] Equal heat is given to two ojects P and Q of mass 2g, Temperature of P increases

by 50C and Q by 70C.  Which object has more specific heat ? And by what factor?

 ii] Identify the given figure and write the labels of  parts A and B correctly.
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iii] Complete the given chemical reaction.

12 22 11 2.................... 11C H O H O 

Why decomposition of sugar on heating is an irreversible change ?

iv] Observe the instrument and answer the following questions.

0 C Thermometer T0
2

4 C Thermometer T0
1

Freezing mixture

a] Name the instrument shown in the figure.

b] Write any one use of this instrument.

v] Write a short note on electroplating.

Q.3 Answer the following (Any Five) . 15

i] Observe the given figure and answer the following questions.
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a] How does metallic character change when we move.
       1] across a period from left to right
       2] down a group.
b] Arrange the element in the order of the decreasing melallic character.
    Na, Si, Cl, Mg, Al
c] Identify the metalloid element.

ii] Explain the factors affecting the value of acceleration due to gravity (g).
iii] Read the given extract and answer the following questions.

Some people can not see things clearly due to loss of accommodation power of the
lenses in their eyes.  Because of defective refraction by the lenses, their vision
becomes faint and fuzzy.
The eye can see nearby objects clearly but the distant object appear indistinct.  The
image of a distant object forms in front of the retina.  The curvature of the cornea
and the eye lens increases.  The muscles near the lens can not relax so that the
converging power of the lens remain large.  By using spectacles with concave lens of
proper focal length we can see object clearly.
a] Name the eye defect.
b] What are two possible reasons for this eye defect?
c] How is this defect corrected?

iv] Two tungsten bulbs of wattage 100w and 60w power work on 220v  potential
difference.  If they are connected in parallel, how much current will flow in the main
conductor?

v] Observe the given figure showing partial and total internal reflection and answer the
following questions.

Air

Water

Light 
Source

Refracted ray

Medium 1

Total internal reflection

Medium 2Partial reflection
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a] What is total internal reflection ?

b] What is formula to determine the value of the critical angle?

c] Write any example of partial and total internal reflection.

vi] Complete the following table .

Sr.No.

1

2

3

Name

Alcohol

...........

Ether

Functional group

...........

O    H

C    H
O

Example

...........

Acetaldehyde

Dimethyl ether

vii] The finely ground ore is put into a big tank containing ample amount of water certain

vegetable oil is added in the water.  Pressurised air is blown through the water.  Due

to agitation a foam is formed.

a] The above description is of which seperation method for the concentration of

    ores?

b] Draw labelled diagram of this method.

viii] Write the proper name of the orbits of satellite shown in the following figure and

write their height from the earth’s surface.
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Q.4 Answer any one of the following 5

i] Study the following reaction and answer the questions given below.

 4 4 sBaS ZnSO BaSO Zns  

a] Identify and write the type of chemical reaction.

b] Write the definition of above type of chemical reaction.

c] Write the names of reactants and products of above reaction.

d] Write the names of precipitate formed by reactants.

e] Give another example of this type of chemical reaction.

ii] Observe the following figure and answer the following questions.

a] Complete the table.

Position of the object

Between 

F  and O1

Position of the image

--------------

--------------

Size of the image

Very 

large

Nature of the image

-------------

-------------

b] What is the power of a lens?

c] What is the unit of power of a lens?

d] What is sign of the power of a convex lens ?

e] State one use of a convex lens.
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Std. - X   Marks - 40
   Time - 2 Hrs.

Q.1 A]  Choose and write correct alternative with alphabet. 5

i) In modern periodic table non - metals are found in ..........block

A)  s B)  p

C)  d D) f

ii) We can jump ...........times higher on the moon as compared to that on the earth.

A)  6 B) 5

C)  7 D) 4

iii) The substances taking part in chemical reaction are called.........

A)  Products B) Catalyst

C) Salt D) Reactants

iv) The first artificial satellite .............was sent to space by soviet union.

A) Sputnik B) Luna 2

C) Mangalyan D) Aryabhatt
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v) When a light ray passes from a rarer medium to a denser medium it .....................

A) goes away from normal

B) reflected

C) bend towards the normal

D) goes straight without changing diarection

Q.1 B] Answer the following. 5

i) State true or false

The functioning of the satellite launch vechicle is based on Newton’s second law of

motion.

ii) Write meaning and value of G. from following formula.

1 2
2

m mF G
d



iii) Find odd one out.

refraction, reflection, dispersion, extraction.

iv) Write corelation.

Concave lens : Myopia  ::  Convex lens : ...........

v) Name.

Iron reacts with moist air and form reddish substance.

Q.2 A) Give scientific reason. (Any two) 4

i) In cold region, in winter the pipes for water supply break and even rocks crack.

ii) Atomic radius goes on increasing down a group.

iii) It is recommended to use antioxidants for storing oil for long time.

Q.2 B)  Answer the following.  (Any three) 6

i) The focal length of a convex lens 10cm, what is its power?

ii) Show an electron dot structure of the following molecule.

a) Methane b) Water
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iii) Complete the following activity.

Prevention of corrosion

Tinning

iv) Answer the questions from figure.

a] Which law is indicated in along side figure?

b] Explain the law.

v) Write short note on formation of rainbow.

Q.3 Answer the following questions (Any five). 15

i) Complete the following activity

Artificial
Satellite

High Earth 
orbit 

These satellite
are also called.......

Medium
Earth Orbit

.......Satellites revolve
in such orbits.

Low Earth
Orbit

Height of satellite
is in between.....

ii) Explain the term free fall and write equations of motion.

iii) Observe the chemical reaction and answer the following questions.

3 22 2 3KClO KCl O 

a] Write reactant and products of reaction.

b] Which catalyst is used in this reaction.

c] Is the reaction endothermic or exothermic.
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iv) Observe the figure and explain process related with the figure.

Iron
Copper

Lead

v) Write demerits of  Mendeleev’s periodic table.

vi) Complete the paragraph using appropriate words from bracket.

(Persistence of vision, 
1

16  , light sensetive, rod, 
1

15 , conical, circular, colour)

      We see on object because the eye lens creates its image on retina.  The image is

on retina as long as the object is in front of us.  The image disappers as soon as the

object is taken away.  However this is not instantaneous and image remains

imprinted on our retina for .....of second after the object is removed.  The sensation

of retina persists for a while this is called....... The retina in our eyes is made up of

many.....cells.  These cells are snaped like a rod and like a cone.  The..... like cells

respond to the intensity of light and the ........cells respond to the.......

vii) Observe the figure and answer the questions given below.

a)  Write the names of rays (1) and (2)

b)  Write any one law of refraction.

c)  Write the relation between incident ray and emergent ray.

(1)

(2)

AirP Q

RS

glass

e

i
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viii) Answer the following question related with extraction of aluminium.....

a] Ingradients and gangue in bauxite.

b] Methods of separation of impurities.

c] Heating the aluminium ore with concentrated caustic soda

Q.4 Answer the question. (Any one) (5)

i) a] Complete the activity. (2)

Equipments use of heating
effect of electric current

Fuse

b)  Explain in short the terms short circuit and overloading. (3)
ii) Answer the following questions from given flow chart.

Carbon compound

Ethanol

CH -CH -OH3 2

Ethenoic acid

CH -COOH3

a) Which is functional group of ethanol? 1
b) Write the use of ethanol. 1
c] Write oxidation reaction of ethanol. 1
d] Which is functional group of ethanoic acid? 1
e] Write the use of ester. 1
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Instruction -
i]  All questions are compulsory.
ii] Use of a calculator is not allowed.
iii] The numbers to the right of the questions indicate full marks.
iv] In case of MCQs [Q.No. 1 (A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and will

be given credit.
v] Scientifically correct, labelled diagrams should be drawn whenever necessary.

Q.1 Choose and write the correct alternative with alphabet. 05

i) Eka - Aluminium was subsequently named as.........

A) Gallium B) Scandium

C) Thorium D) Germanium

ii) The weight of the person on earth is 72 N, hence its weight on moon will be......

A) 12 N B) 36 N

C) 21 N D) 63 N

iii) Specific latent heat of fusion is expressed in..........

A) Cal /g B) g / Cal

C) Kg/m3 D) erg/g

iv) The functional group of ether is.........

A) - OH B) - CHO

C) - O - D) - NH2

v) The naturally occuring compunds of metals along with the other impurities are known

as........

A) ores B) minerals

C) gangue D) alloy
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Q.1 B] Answer the following. 05

i) Write co-relation.

Focal length : Metre :: Power of lens : ..............

ii) State true or false.

Electric generator converts mechanical energy into electric energy.

iii) Draw the structural formula of benzene.

iv) Find odd one out.

joule, erg, calorie, newton

v) Match the colums.

Column - I

Oxidation

Column - II

a] Combination with hydrogen

b] Losing hydrogen

c] Exchange of ions

Q.2 A) Give Scientific reasons. (Any Two) 04

i) The weight of a body is different on the different planets.

ii) One can sense colours only in bright light.

iii)  Grills of doors and windows are always painted before they are used.

Q.2 B] Answer the following questions. (Any Three) 06

i) Distinguish between - alkane and alkene.

ii] Complete the following chart.

Types of Satellite

Broadcast satellite

To fix the location
in terms of precise

lattitude and longitude
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iii] An object takes 5s to reach the ground from a height of 5m on a planet.  What is the

value of g (acceleration due to gravity) on the planet?

iv] Observe the figure and answer the following questions.

a) Identify the method of concentration of ores.

b) Name the ores that are concentrated by this method.

v] What do you mean by dispersion of light? Name the different colours of the light in

proper sequence in the spectrum of white light.

Q.3 ]  Answer the following. (Any five) 15
i) Who will spend more electrical energy?

500 w TV set in 30 mins, or 600 w heater in 20 mins?
ii) Read the following sentence and answer the following questions.

‘In some reactions, oxidation and reduction takes place simultaneously.
a) Write the name of above reaction.
b) Give one example of above reaction.
c) Write name of reactant and product in above example.
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iii) Identify the figures and write their use.

iv) Anjali’s grandfather uses a bifocal lens in his spectacles, then
a) Name the defect of vision.
b) What are the possible reasons for this eye defect.
c) Write the formula to calculate the power of a lens.

v) What is meant by an alloy? Give two examples with chemical
composition.

vi) Explain the role of anomalous behaviour of water in preserving aquatic
life in regions of cold climate.

vii) Write the IUPAC names of the following structural formulae.
a) 3 2 2 3CH CH CH CH  

b) 3 2CH CH COOH 

c) 3CH C CH 

viii) What are space expeditions? Explain their need and importance in your
words.

Q.4 Answer  the  questions (Any One) 05
i) Taking into consideration the group of the elements given below, answer the

following questions.

Element : K Na Rb Cs Li

Atomic radius (pm) : 231 186 244 262 152
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a) By reffering to the modern periodic table find out the groups to which the above
     elements belongs.
b)  Arrange the above elements vertically downwards in an increasing order of

     atomic  radii.
c) Which of the above elements have the biggest and the smallest atom?
d) What is the periodic trend observed in the variation of atomic radii down a

    group?
e) Does this arrangement match with the pattern of the group I of the modern
     periodic table?

ii) What is a mirage?   With a neat lebelled diagram, explain the conditions under which
it is seen.
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Instructions : -
i]  All questions are compulsory.
ii] Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary.
iii] Write new question on a new page.
iv] Number in right side indicates marks.
v] For the question 1 (A) marks will be given for first attempt.
vi] For multiple choice question write only option e.g. 1 - A, 2 - B.

Q.1A] Choose and write the correct option. 5

i) Which is the first example of Homo - sapiens?

A) Neanderthal B) Dryopithecus

C) Cro - Magnon D) Ramapithecus

ii) ............. is example of rare species.

A) Red panda B) Lion tailed monkey

C) Lion D) Giant squirrel

iii) ............... is cold blooded animal.

A) Bat B) Snake

C) Rabbit D) Elephant

iv) Chemically vinegar is ...........

A) 8 % acetic acid B) 10% acetic acid

C) 4 % acetic acid D] 6% acetic acid

v) From the following which are examples of genetically modified crops.

A) BT - cotton B) BT - Brinjal

C) Golden Rice D) All of above
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Q.1 B] Answer the following questions. 5

i) Write co - relation between

White revolution : Dairy :: Blue revolution : ...........

ii) Write the name - Group of small sized protein molecule used in treatment of viral

diseases.

iii) State true or false.

Energy obtained from nuclear fission is ecofriendly.

iv) Find the odd one out.

Ash, Carbon dioxide, Lead, Asbestos.

v) Which step of mitosis is shown in following diagram?

  

Q.2 A) Give scientific reasons (Any Two) 04

i) Hydroelectric energy,  solar energy, wind energy are called renewable energies.

ii) We feel exhausted after exercising.

iii) Some of the characters of parents are seen in their offspring.

Q.2 B)  Answer the following (Any Three) 06

i) Define : vestigial organs.  Write names of any four vestigial organs in human body.

ii) Complete the following chart.

Asexual reproduction in multicellular organisms

Budding
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iii) Complete the following flow chart showing factors responsible for enviornmental

pollution.

a
b
c
d

iv) Identify the animal in the given figure and write characteristics of its phylum.

v) Complete the chart.

Substance obtained by microbial process 

i.  ................

ii. Beta carotene

iii.  ................

iv.  Xylitol

             Roles

Protein binding

...................

Microbial restrictor

...................

Q.3] Answer the following questions (Any Five) 15

i) Complete the concept map.

Social Health Solutions

........ a

........ b

........ c

d ........ 

e ........ 

f ........ 

Proper diet

Nature trails
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ii) a] What is biotechnology ?

b] Write benefits of biotechnology.

iii) Complete the following conceptual picture with respect to its uses.

Xanthan gum

.................

.................

.................

.................

.................

.................

iv) Which problems does the common man face due to incidence of cybercrime?

v) Identify figure and write features of its class.

vi) Draw conceptual picture of arrangement in power plant based on energy of natural

gas.

vii) Complete the paragraph using appropriate words from bracket.

(muscle cell, seed, oxygen, nitrogen, alcohol, glycolysis, pyruvic acid, Acetic acid)

........... and fermentation are two steps of anaerobic respiration. ............. produced

through glycolysis is converted into other organic acids or ........... .  Some higher

plants, animals and aerobic micro - organisms also perform anaerobic respiration if

there is depletion in .........level in surrounding. ..............perform anaerobic

respiration if the soil is submerged under water during germination.  Similarly...........

also perform anaerobic respiration while performing the exercise.
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viii) a] Complete the chart.

Bio - diversity

Species diversity

b] Explain in short - Sacred grove.

Q.4] Answer the following questions (Any One) 05

i) Write functions of organs in female reproductive system

a] Ovaries

b] Oviduct

c] Uterus

d] Vagina

e] Cilia

ii) a] Complete the following flow chart.

Types of disaster

Biological

b] Write the actions included in pre - disaster management.

c] Write objectives of mock drill.
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Std. - X       Marks- 40
    Time-2 Hrs.

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Activity Sheet No. 2

Subject - Science and Technology - Part II

Instructions : -
i] All questions are compulsory.
ii] Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary.
iii] Write new question on a new page.
iv] Number in right side indicates marks.
v] For the question 1 (A) marks will be given for first attempt.
vi] For multiple choice question, write only option e.g. 1 - A, 2 - B.

Q.1 A) Choose correct alternative and write the alphabet. 05

i) t-RNA has anticodon having complementary sequence to the codon on m-RNA,

This is called as..............

A) Mutation B) Translocation

C) Transcription D) Translation

ii) While budding .............. gas may be released by yeast.

A)  O2                    B) H2S                  C) NO2                    D) CO2

iii) ........... is used to rotate the magnet in the generator.

A) Generator B) Turbine

C)  Solar panel D) Compressor

iv) In which phase of mitosis do the spindle fibres disappear?

A) Prophase B) Metaphase

C) Anaphase D) Telophase

v) Yoghurt is a milk product produced with the help of ...............

A)  Helicobacter pylori B) Streptococcus

C)  Lactobacilli D) Staphylococcus
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B] Answer the following questions. 05

i) State true or false.

The E.coil bacteria are useful for cleaning the hydrocarbon and oil pollutants from

soil & water.

ii) Which animal is called as connecting link between Annelida & Arthropoda animals?

iii) Name the type of asexual reproduction shown in the following figure.

iv) Match the pair.

Column - A Column - B

1] Butterfly a] Amphibia

2] Dolphin b] Aves

c] Mammalia

d] Arthropoda

v) Find the odd one out.

What’s app, Instagram, Facebook, Textbook.

Q.2 A) Give scientific reason. (Any two) 04

i) Body temperature of reptiles is not constant.

ii) Saving energy is the need of the hour.
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iii) Fibres are one of the important nutrients.

B] Solve following questions.  (Any Three) 06

i) Complete the following conceptual picture.

Oil spill

Microbes

ii) Two symbols are given below.  Explain these symbols. Which disaster may occur if

these symbols are ignored?

iii) What is shown in the picture?  Write name & trophic level of each component.

                                  

iv) Give uses of stem cells.

v) Explain the meaning of following symbols.
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Q.3] Answer the following questions (Any five) 15

i) Which stage of mitosis is shown in figure?  Explain it.

ii) Observe the given figure & answer the following questions.

Power grid

Steam

Turbine
Generator

Condenser

Cooling tower
PumpSolar panal

Soral energy

Flow of hot waterAbsorber

Steam Water

Reflector

a] Which energy is produced?

b] What is this power plant based on?

c] Is this energy generation ecofriendly? why?

iii) Observe the diagram and answer the following questions.

Garbage
Methane 

Gas
Soil

cover Processing
on sewage

Well to 
monitor 
ground 
water 
level

Collection of sewage
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a] Name the method of solid waste management shown in figure.

b] What type of waste is used in this method?

c] What kind of useful substances can be obtained from such methods?

iv) Identify the following animal & complete the table.

               
Kingdom          :
Division           : 
Phylum            :
One character  :

Classification

v) Observe the figure and answer the questions given below.

Main Sequence

Replacement           

a] What does the above figure represent ?

b] Define it.

c] Write effect caused by it.

vi) Observe the picture given below and answer the questions.

 

a] Name the disaster.

b] Which precaution should be taken against it?

c] What type of first aid can be given in this situation?
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vii) Complete the following table.

Examples of phytoremediation

              

Sr.No.
1
2
3
4

      Plant/Bacteria
Sunflower
Pseudomonas
Fern P. Vitata
The bacterium 
Deinococcus radiodurans

                  Function
Absorbing Uranium and arsenic

viii) Complete the following chart.

Classification of
Threatened species

Rare species Red panda
e.g.

e.g.

e.g.
e.g.

1

2

3

4

Q. 4] Solve any one of the following questions (Any one) 05

i) a) In given picture, the boy is facing the problem of loneliness & mental stress,

suggest four remedies for solving his problems. 02
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b) What will you do - If your neighbour is addicted to tobacco chewing. 02

c) Complete the activity . 01

Factors harmful 
to Social Health

Incurable diseases

ii) Observe the figure given below & answer the questions.

Urinary bladder

Prostate gland
Vas deferens

Urino genital
duct

Epididymis

Penis

Ejaculatory
duct

1

2

3

4

a] Label the parts 1 to 4. 02

b] Give names of hormones related to male reproductive system. 01

c] Name the glands that plays role in semen formation. 01

d] Rearrange the glands / tubules involved in the transport of sperms.

vas eferens  epididymis  rete testes  vas deferens 

urinogenital duct  ejaculatory duct. 01
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara
Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep

S.S.C. March 2020 - 21
Model Activity Sheet No. 3

Subject - Science and Technology - Part IIStd. - X      Marks - 40
    Time-2 Hrs.

Instructions : -
i] All questions are compulsory.
ii] Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary.
iii] Write every main question on a new page.
iv] The numbers to the right of the questions indicate full marks.
v] For each MCQ [Q.No. 1(A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and will be

given credit.
vi] For multiple choice questions write answers as......(i) (A), (ii) (C), (iii) (B),.....

Q.1 A] Choose and write the correct option. 05
i) Lungfish is the connecting link between.......... .

A) Reptiles and Mammals B) Fishes and Amphibians
C) Annelida and Arthropoda D) Fishes and Mammals

ii) World Biodiversity Day is celebrated on........... every year.
A) 5th June B) 22nd May
C)  7th April D)  22nd March

iii) Ossein is present in ...........of the body.
A) Muscles B) Skin
C) Bones D) Blood

iv) Which of the following phylum possess Acoelomate body cavity?
A) Mollusca B) Arthropoda
C)  Cnidaria D) Aschelminthes

v) Sycon shows .........type of asexual reproduction.
A) Fragmentation B) Spore formation

C] Budding D) Regeneration
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Q.1 B]  Solve the following questions. 05

i) Find the odd one out.

Hydroelectric energy, Solar energy, Nuclear energy, Wind energy.

ii) Identify and complete the following correlation :

Green Revolution : Dr. Norman Borlog : : White Revolution :................

iii) Write any two physical problems arising due to excessive use of mobile phones.

iv) Identify the given symbols :

v) State true or false :

Hydrogen gas is considered to be the fuel of future.

Q.2A)  Give Scientific reasons (Any Two) 04

i) Monozygotic twins are genetically similar but dizygotic twins are not.

ii) The construction of turbine is different for different types of power plants.

iii) Importance of outdoor games is unparalleled.

Q.2B) Solve the following questions (Any Three) 06

i) Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions:
Segment

Clitellum MouthAnus

a] Identify the organism shown along side.

b] State its phylum.
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ii) Write the longform of the following :

a] NADH2 b] FADH2

iii) Complete the paragraph using appropriate words from the bracket.

(Assam, 20, 200, Brahmaputra.)

‘The big story of a small man’

             Jadav Molai Payeng is a highly capable person born in a nomadic tribe of

........ .Born in 1963, he is working as a forest worker since the age of 16 years.

Once, large number of snakes died in the flood of ........... River flowing by the

village. As a preventive measure, Molai planted.........bamboo plantlets.  In 1979,

the local Social Forestry  Department began a social aforestation project on...........

hectares of land.  Molai was one of the few forest workers who were looking after

that project.  The barren area was covered with forest.  So Molai was awarded

with ‘Padmashree’ award by the government of India.

iv) Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions :

Small 
Intestine

Large
Intestine

a] Identify the vestigial organ shown in the diagram alongside.

b] In which of the animals this vestigial organ is still fully functional?

v) Observe the picture shown below and answer the following questions :

      

a] Which is the disaster shown in the picture alongside?

b] Write one precaution you would take in this situation.
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Q.3 Solve the following questions (Any Five) : 15

i) Complete the following chart of disaster management cycle:

Disaster
Management cycle

Response

ii) Observe the diagram and answer the following questions :

Blode
High velocity

Stearn

Wheel

a] Which is the diagram shown alongside?

b] Label its parts.

c] State its one function.

iii) Explain the importance of exercise, yoga and meditation.

iv) By observing the organism given below, answer the following questions :

     

Head

Wings

Abdomen

a] Identify the organism shown in the given diagram. 

b] State its phylum. 

c] Write its  characteristics.
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v) Distinguish between by completing the chart given below:

            Transcription 
1] The process of transcription
     takes place in nucleus.
2] .............................................
    .............................................
    .............................................
3] Only m-RNA takes part in 
     transcription

                   Translation
1] 

2] During translation, proteins
    are produced with the help of RNA

.............................................
    .............................................
    .............................................

3] .............................................
    .............................................
    

vi) Complete the chart of aerobic respiration of carbohydrates, proteins and fats for

producing energy.

Carbohydrates

Pyruvic acid

Krebs Cycle

Fatty acids

vii) Observe the animal shown in the picture and answer the following questions :

        

a] Which is the animal shown in the picture?

b] To which class of threatened species it belongs?

c] Give the name of other such animal belonging to this species.
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viii) Complete the chart of commercial application of Biotechnology.

Crop Biotechnology

Genetically 
modified crops

Q.4) Solve the following questions (Any One) 05

i) By observing the diagram of double fertilization in angiosperms, answer the

questions based on it.

Egg cell
Polar 

Nucleus

Antipodals

Embrya
Sac Male

gamets

Pollen tube
Pollen grain

Male
Gamets

Stigma

Style

Ovary A

B

a] Lable the parts, marked as A and B.

b] Define pollination.

c] Name two types of  agents that help in the process of pollination.

d] How is zygote formed?

e] Why does this process is called as double fertilization?
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ii) Observe the picture of probiotics and answer the following questions :

a] Write name of two active bacteria which are added in the probiotic food.

b] Give two examples of probiotic foods or products.

c] Which harmful bacteria can be killed or destroyed due to probiotics?

d] Write any two benefits of probiotics.
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Son, Be Sefl-reliant

Dear Son Appasaheb,
How helpess I am! Being father I own you only birth. 

It’s me who has dispossessed your mother’s most valuable ornament 
i.e. mangalsutra, the last belonging of th your mother. She sacrificed 
her whole life serving us. You are the son of devote4d faterh and 
mothre and a devoted family. So your shuld have satisfaction for the 
same. I recall that my brother-in low Adgounda Patil directed me 
regarding insurance business and insured policy of Rs.20,000/- 
Unfortunately he passed way within 4 months.

Dear son, I wished honestly that you should not join 
Reayat store and still I wish the smae. The Rayat store you serve is 
not in profit and not likely to gain more profit in furture too. 
Consequently, the sotre will have to aboslish one post of a clerk. 
Obviously while taking this decision being the son of the  founder of 
this institution, you will be benefited and some one else will have to lose 
the job, So in these circumstances, I affectionately suggest you to 
resign yourself and better join insurance business. I know that such a 
decision will definitely hurt you. But son, I shall be very glad if you 
become self reliant.

Son, you haven’t got any help from your father and there 
is no hop of getting any in future too. So, It’s my humble desire that 
you should be come. sefl-reliant and be satisfied with what you earn.

Lastly It’s my humble request to you to look after my 
mother. for that I will give you approximately a sum of Rs. 300 to 
350 that we earn from source of farming from our native, Aitawade. 
If unfortunately, I too become helpless, you will have to bear an 
extra burden and responsiblity of looking after me too. So son, I 
suggest you again to be self-reliant.

With regards.

                          Yours,

                          Bhaurao Paygounda Patil
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